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CHAPTER I 
INTHODUCTION 
Tho Problem 
"An analysis of the content of ma.os periodical 
fictton, '' say Pa.tricko Johns-:Jeine and Ho.na H. Gerth in 
t heir study entitled "Valuos ln Maoo Periodical F'1ction , 11 
"reota not only on t ho assumption that rnu~azines direct 
appoa.la to npecin11zed audiences , but alao that on the 
basis of thooe appea.ln ~1e cEm infer certain social- psycho ... 
1 
logical cbo.re.ctori stj cs c. bout tho audionce. u With theoe 
asew:nptiona in ""ind thia aut·.1or hns selected for an ex-
ploratory otudy, cartoons on television in the !!2.!:!. Yorkor 
magazine and the five Sunday supplement magazine cections, 
This Week __ , Pictorial Rev1mt , !!::!£. A.'11er1ne.n \ioeltlz, ~ ColT'ic 
1
'/eekly and Parade , in the years 1951, 1953 ana 1956, in an 
effort to learn oomething about the ebb and flow of public 
opinion :tn rer;ard to televioion. Theso magazines '\'lore 
chosen pr~ci~oly becuuae onch opecial1zeo end od1torinlizea 
its appeal for particular cl o.sn audiencoo. Tho ~Yorker 
mas~zins is aimed at nnd reflects a very limited and 
defini te audionco; that of the 1mll- rcad , literate urban 
and apnarently managerial or executi ve upper, uppor- .""!iddle 
class of people in the Eastern United States o This claus 
1 
Patricke J ohns-He1no and He.na H. Gerth , "Values in 
tF.o.so Periodical P1ction, u ~rans Culture (Glencoe: The l'"roo 
Press , 1957), p &226. 
2 
of people is small in number but large in influence and, 
therefore, significo.nt for a study uhich is intended to 
oover material representative of all classes in United 
States society. To represent the other classes, cartoons 
from those five na. t1ona.l Sunday supplements \'11th the 
largest circulation have been selected, because these 
magazines appeal to, are road by, and reflect tho lives and 
attitudes of all claasos, but especially those of the 
loi'mr and middle classes. •rogether "'i t~t the ~Yorker, 
therefore, these fivo Sunday oupplements represent people 
and attitudes from virtually every socio-economic class in 
our society. On this ba.sla one is assured of having re -
presented in the tabulations and ane.ly!lea, t\to extl"€meo of 
the public's perceptions ancl a.tti tudes of television . 
Attitudes, like life itself, are constantly changing. 
It ·"as ':ti th thla notion in mind tha.t the writer chose to do 
a study of attitudes on television in three different 
years, na~oly 1951, 1953 and most recently 1956. Generally 
opeaking, these years represent televioion at the beginning 
of its nat i ona.l "'>onulari t.y; the "mid - point'' yoar of te le-
vision in 1953, which wa.s significant in that this was the 
year ~Then the construction ''freeze '' 1-ra.o releaaod on tele -
vision stations; and television today . By definition, 
attitudes aro subjects in a otute of flux, and it becomes 
obvious that only information froo at loast three different 
datea can validly gauge the mobility and change of such 
3 
nubjocto. To be seen \fi th peropocti vo, therefore, they can 
validly be evaluated only in a com arative context. 
So that no cartoon concerning tclGvision would bo 
ovorlooksd, ovory pagp of each ma~azine under consideration 
\'ms exa:::1inod. The source r.~e.torinl \·zas chooen from f1 ve 
different Sunday auoplanenta becauno tho Gupplements carry 
far fewer cartoons per 1saue t han tho ~ Yorker . Thio 
foot, therefore , necessitated dra.uing from sovera.l Sunday 
aupple:ncnts so that a sufficient number of cartoono uould 
be provided ''11th \fhich to compare tho:Jo from tho lli!.!!, Yorlter. 
Becauoo their cont1nuoua nature "10\lld nocoos1tato a 
differont method of analysis , only single panel cartoons 
trero chosen, ,.,hich at any one tirre o.re entire ln thonselves. 
In every cnse cvory weekly 1oaue ~ao examined for the 
entire yoars of 1951, 1953 and 1956. Tho distribution of 
cartoons on telev1aion reoearched each yonr and oourco 1a 
a.o :f.'ollowo: 
SOURCE 12'31 19C52 12'56 TOTAL 
New Yorker 59 58 49 166 
This \"leek 7 10 10 27 
Pictorial Hevimr 19 16 23 58 
Aiter1oan Weok1y 0 7 6 13 
Comic \leokly 11 11 11 33 
Parade 7 9 5 19 
TOTAL 103 101 .. 104 318 
Tlle c1roule.t1on figures of each sour co nro 1nd1oetivc of 
the total extensive covera3a of those magazines and npeak 
for the;~.ool veo .. The figures ropreaent a aizablo o~ple of 
our national population , and o.e ouch, halo support the 
notion t1at uTio).e Public" ia being ropreoonted by theae 
sources: 
flu\G!\.ZINE 
a 
1951 
CIRCtJLAi'ION 
b 
1953 
c 
1956 
4 
NtJ\'1 Yorker 
'l'h1a \'leek 
P1otor1al Review 
Am~r1can Weekly 
Comic \.Veekly 
Parade 
332 , 324 
10,080,231 
5~21U,200 
9,374,B50 
8, J~59. 850 
5,109,0(5 
370,017 
10, '+63, 291 
6,162 , 470 
911577,815 
1,001, 650 
5,115 ,300 
396,107 
11,1'+2,964 
5, 214-8,182 
9, 693,401 
10, 7C9, f~M:3 
6,560, 621 
,.. 
.,. 
J. Percy H. Johnson (od.), Directory of Newonapero 
o.nd Per1.od1cnla 1951 (Ph1laaelph1a: N .. W. Ayers and Son ,Inc., 
1951}, PP~ 665, 656, 691, 693, 703. 
b 
R. Bruce Jones (ed.), Direotorv of Ne-v1sna.ncra and 
~1od1cals 1953 (Ph:t1adeluh1a.: N. Wo Ayers rmd Son ~ Inc:-; 
195:3} t PPo 665, 699 J 702, 703, 713, 716. 
c 
William F. HcCo.lliater (ad.), D1rectorv of Uo'\lrsnaners 
~ Poriocicala 1956 (l? 1lilad~loh1a: N. \'1. Ayers ana non ,Inc., 
1956, ")"}., 664, 704; 720. 722, 726, 735. 
From these six sources cartoons dealing only \11th 
television lN'ero selected in this content analysts~ 'l'ho 
question 1m~ediately arises: can one v~lidly anelyzo 
cartoons as one analyzes short otor1eo, poems, movies, etc. 
in an effort to uncover public opinion? After a.llp it is 
co~monly asraed that cartoons aro not serious~ Their pur-
poao is to make one lo.u:'.:lh, e.nd thus, they lack a realistic 
approach to 11foo This statement 1n only partially trueo 
Cartoons endenvor to amuso one, but one muot reo.l1ze that 
ono can only laugh at aomethin "> 'I:Ih1ch ho reco rnizoa. It 1a 
5 
most often the incongruity or exa~gerat1on of the real in 
cartoons at which one laughs. Humor is based on truth and 
it 1s t his element which gives humor its vitality and 
validity. The editor of Punch, Malcolm Muggeridge, has 
said of a cartoon that "it is tunny to the degree that it 
re~inds us that we are, 1n Falstaff's majestic phrase 
2 
'mortal men'." That 1s, the cartoon is based on the truth 
of ouraolves, our reflections. An old proverb rightfully 
warns, "Laugh if you are wise, for the man who laughs is 
3 
the man who knows the truth . .. 
Backsrormd 
In her book American Humor, ! Studi 2!. National 
Oharacter, Constance Rol~ke emphasizes the i mportant role 
which humor plays in our culture. Like such authorities on 
humor and literature as Coulton Waugh and Walter Blair, 
Miss Rourke believes that American h~~or is a basic element 
in American literature and life, and is reflective of our 
national culture and attitudes. To her, ''humor is that 
element which gives t he unique flavor and form to our 
American character •••• There is scarcely an aspect of 
~e.loolm Muggeridge , "What's Funny About It 1 tt The 
~ I2!:!S. Ti mes Book Review, December 2, 1956, pp. 9, 42. 
3Lou1s Unte~eyer (ed.),! ~reasury gt Laughter (New York: Si~on and Schuster, 194 ), p. xlx 
J 
6 
A~orican charact~r to whic~ h~or io not related •••. (Tha ra 
4 
are few aspecto) ··thich in some sense it. as not governed.'' 
As a "aomewhat fluid a.nrl transitory ele!D.ent which is, by 
its very nature adaptable and oenoitive to changing circum -
stances, American hu11or is capable of reflecting popular 
American attitudes, or at lcagt ita crystallized attitudes 
5 
or fixed i t!lar;e s through stereotypes." 
As Frank Tashlin noted in The Saturdnv Review of 
Literature, 11Amarica, froil t he days of her pioneers has 
beon an ideal environment for t~e a~ent of humor .•• (and of 
i.t ) violent, quickly changing surfo;.ce t he pictorial 
satirist, t he cartoonist, was its most successful recorder 
6 
and interpreter." Gilbert Seldea ounports t hio belief aa 
well. In fact he was convinced t hat a history of manners 
1n t he United ~tates could be composed with just t he co~ica 
7 
o.nd cartoons as its "golden thread ". Last yea r a. communi-
cations student, Harry Privette, under took for hio t h'-"ais 
"An a.nalyais and Study of American t~ae;azine Cartoons," \'r1th 
4conetance Rour1te, Arnerlcan Humor (New York: 
Doubleday and Co. 1953), p. c . 
5walter Blair , Horse Sanae 1~ American Hu~or (Chicego: 
University of Chico. o Preoo, 1911'1), p. x. 
6r;rank Taa lin, ''Tre Pt)ar 'r ·nat Wa.sn 't," The Saturday 
Review of Literature, XXII ( ebruary 16, 194(),~ 15. 
7r·red Freed and Henry Walsh, "Odvsoey '' ( 1crint of 
television progro.rr: which appeared over t ho CBS net '·Tork 
ori ~inating live fro , Ne\'1 York , on J·,arch 10, 1957), p. Ji . 
the same convictions in mind . Mr. Privette writes that 
"by examining the differences in the cartoon locale, in-
habitants, and occupations or classification, certain 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the basic sociolo~y of 
e 
7 
t he American uu'tlic." \'fuile he found that exact, up-to- the-
minute social satire and quickly nassing events or phenomena 
arc generally not found in today's cartoons, (chiefly 
because of the necessity to prepare the dra\iings \'lell ahead 
of tho time they arynear in nrint) , sti l l , one of their 
Tirinci 'l')al qualities is t ha. t they are "of t :J.o day," both 
9 
in ·1.u11or and social treatment . This is not so true of most 
of the daily co~ic strips and t~e continuous Sunday funnies 
because these coMics began long ago and have been so 
otatically popular, like 11ll.iut and Jeff, 11 "Popeyc , 11 and 
"'-loon Mullins," that actually there exist in .these strips, 
charo.cters v1ho "lave no counterparts in appearance today . 
It ,.,es partially for this r eason that co""l ic strips ,l>~ere not 
included in t his study since this aut~or is Tost interested 
in current reflections and attitudes . 
e Harry Privette, "An Analysis and Study of A:-nerica.n 
Magazine Cartoons 11 ( unp,.lblished Nastor ' s thesia , Boston 
University, Boston, 195C ), n. I 
9!.2.M_., p. 33 
8 
On l"arch 10, 1957, t11e television program "Odysoey " 
devoted an entlr~ shew to ''The Comics,,, which was based on 
the pel1ef t.at the cartoons and comic strips or the 
American people are a dist:\.nctly Americar- contemporary art 
for'Il, and, as such, reflect a.nc't influence all of us perhaps 
more t han we realize. With the aid of several prominent 
cartoonists, this program set to prove these. points, and 
dld so, in the opinion of the author, quite effectively. 
The narrator, r. 'Jolling\vood, summed it all un by saying 
of cartoons and comics that "They reflected t he world we 
"10 
lived in. You could read our history in t'll'}m. "The 
not 'lo Gomi c comics mirror and barometer the \<Iorld in vrhich 
11 
we live." For years the cartoons and comics have be on 
tolling millions of Acericans each day something about t he 
nature of their contemporary existence. It is only for 
these peonle to look and thoy can find t he opportunity to 
learn 5ometh1n~ of thomselvoso Thls is t he studied opinion 
of Florott Robinson, expert on the ~morican cartoon. A 
veteran newspaperwoman, Miso Robinson first discovered 
\'lhile browsing through the New York Public Library files 
tt'IO years ago, that the best study of womanhood is t ho 
cartoon. As a result of this conviction, l·Uos Robinson 
has co-authored with William Cole a new book entitled 
1'\-reed nnd 'va1sh, Q2.cit., p. 7 
11 c: !h.!.:!. , l') • 7 -;J 
9 
Women Are Wonderful, which is a study of A~erica•a view of 
--;.;;;..;;.;---
its women, as revealed through cartoons from 1848 to the 
12 
present. This study purports to do very much the same 
thing as Miss Robinson's, in this case, the subject is 
television. 
In cartoons, as 1n other mass media material there 
is always a point where our i mages of things and the real 
facts part company, because our images of how things behave 
are simpler and more fixed than these things are in reality. 
But these fixed images or stereotypes are used and preserved 
in cartoons and elsewhere because, as Mr. Lippman points 
out, they save time in a busy world and help to preserve 
one from its bewildering complexities and confusions. It 
is these ordered, more or less consistent pictures of the 
world to which we have adjusted many of our habits, tastes, 
13 
capacities and opinions. Thus, we find that cartoons tend 
to liberally use stereotyped symbols and images, because 
pictorial humor is such that it depends on the spontaneous 
impulsive response fro~ 1ts viewer as a measure of its 
success. To assure such a response, the various elements 
within the cartoon are openly, and most frequently 
presented in the forms of stereotyped i mages wh1oh the 
reader can recognize without deliberation and respond to 
12 Hope Johnson, "Why Do Cartoons J.falign Women: Males 
Have An Inferiority Complex!" ~New York jorld Telesram, 
November 17, 1956, p. 38. 
13 Walter Lippman, Public Opinion (N&\f York: Macmillan 
Co., 1938), p.92 
10 
_nstantlyo Alt OU')':l usi n- stereotypes ::Jakes for ona.llm-r 
and cllc~~ -filled matcrlnl , it does save time and onaco 
in the portrayal and .reco~liticn of certain universal 
attitude s and notions. 
In his study of t he fantasy 1nn-;es which anpec.r in 
co'r! 1cs and cart.oono , Leo Bogart oboerved also that 11t hene 
fantasy ima-;os are highly stereotyped to the noint of 
being i mnersonal . T ey do not express t' e ~ersonc.l 
lone;in:;5o and strivings (of t he comic ':.'leroe3) as nuc'1 a s a 
14 
1tind of collective (public) i ·agory . rr It is this collect-
1 ve i ma -;ery of the public in r o ·;ard to t e l ev1 sicn t hat this 
study ex~lores, and as one can see , t he job is mai n l y t~at 
of defining ann ocrutinizing the stereotyped i mage s as they 
ap~ear in cartoons . 
rany of the stereotypes which exist today a r c new, 
but a ccording to I iss Rourke, r1any of t hem a re extensi ons 
of the t'1ree unique , 'lumorous stereoty'Qed /t."nericn.n men • 
namely t he Yankee , the fronticrs~an or backwoona~an and the 
Negro minstrel . She believe s that these t hree c '1aracters 
play t i1e "10st i mportant parts in the deve lopment of humor 
in t he United States, and the distinctive American 
chare.cter as describGd ln her cultural IJ. istory Arrerican 
Humor. 
1 4-r..oo Bo -;_;art , "comic Strips & Their Adult RoA.ders, 11 
~Culture {Glencoe: The Free Press , 1957), o. 198 . 
These three figures were important not because they 
represented any considerable nu~bers of particular people 
in the population, but because their oo~edy seemed to 
express the necessary attitudinal adjustmont to our new 
country. Their humorous natures helped oreate a sense of 
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ease and even more a sense of unity. In this study of 
ll 
the humorous cartoons on television, which will inevitably 
incorporate stereotyped images, it v1ll be fruitful to keep 
in mind the idea that stereotypes do grow or alter somewhat, 
and it is the defi nition and chang$ of these fixed, 
crystallized attitudes , as represented by the cartoons, 
that one wishes to note. 
Last year Kent Gieger and Robert Sokol, of Tutte Un1• 
versity and Boston University, respectively, wrote a thesis 
on the subject with which t he author is here concerned, 
namely television i mages and stereotypes. Their study, 
entitled "Public Images or The Television Fan" was based not 
on cartoons, but on 519 interviews held in the Greater Boston 
area, with adult respondents 1n their own homes. On the 
basis of their findings, they generally concluded tnat there 
is a normative relevance of television 1n different social 
classes. Enthusiasm f or television watching seems to be 
perfectly acceptabl e in lower class society, and decreases 
15 8 Rourke, ~.~., p. 6 
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in social accentab111ty as cno ascends 1n the claaG bier-
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nchy. It will be :tntorenttn~ to note in thia study, 
l"Ti1other or not t·11a notion or television apoaa.ro 1n 1951 , 
1953 or 1956 cartoons. 
Pr•oceduro. 
After carefully observing and exm 1n1n; oeveral 
samples of the ma.tori~l under cono1dora.tion aa o. haais , 
t~is aut or constructed a narias of doacr1ot1vc, analytical 
n.nd evaluative ca.tcgor1eo of va.ry!ns de· eeo of axprooo1cn. 
Tho e.nulyaie atarted w1t.h rr:any oatogorioo which were later 
onlar-cd by combining several of tho~ into larger eh-
stract1ons. When some cato orics were comblned , the 
cartoons concerned woro rov1el'le<\ und re-evnluo.ted in light 
of tho newer cute o~y of analyn1s. Th1a sort of rov1s1on 
was posa1blo due to tho ne.ture or the r.taotor tally sheet 
on •·t"11oh ~.t was so provided that. oo.ch tally could be easily 
tr~ced to t~e corroapondin> cartoon ontcgory. In the final 
an~lyces the f1~rcn t ron each year and oourcc were tab-
ulated and aet un in ouc'1 a way that different yearn and 
acurcoa• ocoraa could be contrasted and co~'arod en51ly 
with ono another for corrf.l:ltions. It was frequently 
d1ff1 cult for the 1nva3t1,.o.tor to oiocorn \f ether or not a 
particu.lar 1 ·age 1n a. cartoon ropro9cnted a more neBn.t1vc 
l6Kent Gieger nnd Robc•rt Sokol , 11Publi c I mages Of 
The Tolev1s1on ran" (ur. ublinherd t e.ator'a thesis, Boston 
University . Boston , 1956), p. 8 . 
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or afr1rmat1va stand. As an internal check upon th9 author 
she constructed and t hen consistently compared and cor-
related a number of categories of analyses of varyin~ 
approaches with one another 1n order to ascertain th~ 
validity of the final judgment of any one image evaluation. 
In any case, it 1s important to realize that only rarely 
does any one cartoon lend itself for a simple black and wh!to 
analysis. More often than not cartoons frequently express 
a variety of notions and complexions ot 1ndef1n1te boun-
daries. But this is the nature of reality and lite itself. 
The important thing 1s to be aware of this fact and not 
eomm1t the fallacy of aooeptins the conclusions of this 
paper as final, even as defined aa they are. The final 
statement of this paper should be punctuated not by a 
period, but by a comma. 
CIIA?TER II 
THE TELEVISION VIE\'/ER: HIS s·r~TISTICS 
\'IHO , ''/HEN , WnEP.E , IHY AND itHAT 
Before ono can make a statemen~ about the attitudes 
of television viewers as reflected by t he cartoons, one 
must first know who are these viewers? When do t hey vievr? 
Wnat do t hey watch? All t hese facta have bearin g on tho 
nature of their feelin3a tm:ards t e levision . 
In t he cartoons every year television seems to be 
viewed by bot h sexes together MUCh more t han by any one 
sex alone. The percentage of viewers of both sexes in t he 
cartoons s t eadil y declines fro~ 66 per cent i n 1951 to 
46 per cent in 1956, while 't'1e percentage of mal e viev:ers 
shown alone in t~e cartoons, rises fro::n £lr.out 20 por cent 
of t he total audience in 1951 up to 42 ~or cent in 1953 
and to about 40 per cent in 1956 (Table I). Conversely, 
out of the total aud1once t he percent;~~.;e of s lnsl e female 
vie·t~ers in 1951 fluctuated fro:r. 20 per cent to 14 per cent 
in 1953 to l P T">er cent in 1956. The breakdown of vimvers 
reveals more t han t\tice as many male vie\"lers as female 
viewers in the 1956 cartoons as compared ~o t he i r apparent 
equal distribution in 1951. Correlated with t' eoe figures 
one can see fro·n Table II that group view1n~ in tho 
t elevision car·toono was most common in 1951 , was sll r;_ilt ly 
dominated by solitary viouing in 1953 und tn 1956 gi'OUp 
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TABLE I 
SEX OF TELEVISION VIEWERS IN CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY* SS** TOTAL ;y ss TOTAL NY ss l'OTA.L 
1·1a.1e 10 7 17 11 25 36 16 11 27 
Female 10 8 18 6 6 12 2 10 12 
Bot~ 36 23 59 25 16 41 17 17 34 
TOT'\L 56 38 94 42 47 E9 35 38 73 
*NY is the a.bl:: reviation for l E\'1 YO'ti E.K 
**SS ie tho abbreviation for SUNDAY SU~?~4ENTS 
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TABL.'S !I 
ISOLATION OF TELE1I3ION VIEWERS IN CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY~ SS*it TOTA.L NY SS TOTAL NY GS TOTAl. 
Viewing in 26 21 lt7 20 14 34 12 21 33 
groups 
Vie\"lin alone 16 9 25 13 22 35 8 12 20 
·roT \L 42 30 72 33 36 69 20 33 53 
*NY is the a.bbrev1a.t1on for NEvi YORKER. 
~.:s~J is the abbreviation for SUND~Y SUPI'LW ENTS. 
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viewing has substantially established its predo~inance as 
the viewing ~abit of the television cartoons audience, 
thou~h not to the same extent as in 195l e ~n 1956 it seems 
that ~rouo viewing of television as e~own in the cartoons 
io most co~mon and that, on the whole, more rnalos view 
television together than do females . A further breakdmm 
reveals that this is especially true of the vie\'lers re-
presented in t :10 !!£!!. Yorker. It \'lould seem that upper 
class men have more time, patience and motivation for view-
ing television l''i th one another than do lo"i/Or class men. 
This ls not to say that most vie\'iing was done in the 
context of a party . Indeed, it was found that the frequency 
of f~~ily viewing was not significantly different from that 
of television viewins at a party and company entertainment . 
Most of the figures analysed were derived from 
cartoons l'Thich contained images of television viewers, but 
alt 1oug':1 the majority of cartoons in every instance dealt 
with television viewers, other 7,ro·~o of peopl e ware re-
presented in t"le cartoons "'Thich had to do lilth television, 
such aa television executiven, artists and talent, salesmen, 
and renairmone Nine cartoons, although they focused on 
television,contained no people ao central fi-;ures. This 
last group u::mally l'TD.s focused on animals or inanimate 
objects in their relation to telovisione 
Fro1 1951 to 1956 there io an increasing number of 
television cartoons which depicted television artists, 
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executiveo, salesmen and renai~en. But oven in 1956 this 
number represents only a relatively s~all percentage of the 
entire population of peo~le depicted in the televioion 
cartoons . Of all the 1956 cartoons, about 20 ner cent re-
presented television artiots, about 7 per cent represented 
television executives and tho small number of cartoons which 
sho~md television salesmen and re~a1rmon wan too insignifico.nt 
to be accurately evaluated . It is not surprising to find 
t hat t he majority of cartoons concernin~ television exec-
utive~ co~e alnoet entirely fro~ ~Yorker cartoons, since 
it is obvious th~~ ~ Yorker readers are better acquainted 
w th this grou,.., of t he ,..,o,.,,llat1on than are the Sunday 
sup...,le-ent reo.<lera. The point to note is tho.t t he upper 
classes (~ Yorl{er readers) tend to think, much more than 
the other classes, in terms of television as it relates to 
the managerial duties as well as its employment aspect. T~ia 
latter comment io evidenced by the fact that for every year 
more than twice as many cartoons in t he ~ Yor1{er had to do 
with television artists and talent than di d the cartoons in 
t he Sunday sup~lements , except for the year 1951 when the 
difference in numbero l'/aa leas groato I n all, t he focus of 
public interest 1n television in the cartoons mainly falls 
in t he realm of the viewers' relation to and concern with 
television, rrhile only a minority groun of cartoons re-
cognizes, seerno interested in or is l;l.l'tare of the other more 
buoinosslike aspects of the entire television world . One 
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migb~ ven go so far as to say that the upper class people 
ehown 1n the cartoons are more reallst1c 1n a practical 
sense in their approach to tel evision than are Qther olasaes. 
But again, one must qualify this statement by remembering 
that the lmter classes are generally not involved in the 
managerial end of most businesses and consequently lack the 
familiarity with t hese areas t hat upper class people do, as 
represented in the t~ew xorker cartoonso 
According to the cartoons , most television viewers 
are young and middle-aged adults (Table III)o Over two-
thirds of the viewers in the cartoons are rather equally 
divided into these two age groupso Breakdowns reveal some 
rather interesting data. From 1951 to 1956 there 1s a slight 
increase in t he number of young adult viewers in the cartoons, 
but t he increase is due mainly to t he increased number of 
young adult viewers in 'the ~ Xor;ke;:, for t he figures from 
t he Sunday supplement cartoons reveal a decrease 1n the 
number of young adult viewers 1n the lower classes. The 
percentage-wise representation of middle-aged viewers in the 
cartoons, on t he other hand. decreased slightly from 1951 to 
1956. Again t hi s change wa s mainly as a result of the de• 
~rease in the number of middle•aged viewers in oar~oons 1n 
t he ~ Yorker while t he Sunday supple~ent cartoona more 'than 
doubled t heir depiction of middle-aged viewers fron 1951 to 
1953 and then halved it again in 1956. One can onlt speoula'te 
on t he reasons for t his fluctuation, but perhaps the tuller 
I 
i 
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TABLE III 
A .rl<.: OF TELEVISION VIE lERS IH CAR'rOCNS 
Y.t<.;AR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE IYi SS*w TOTAL NY 53 TOTAL NY SO TOTAL 
Ch,.ldren 6 9 15 6 4 1 0 5 "1: 8 J 
Youn Adultn 17 12 29 1 6 17 33 8 "' 32 I 
l·acl n ... a sed ,e 10 )P 15 24 39 15 14 29 
Adults 
Elderly 0 2 2 0 3 7 J 2 5 7 
Adultq 
TOTAL 51 33 84 37 4E 85 30 46 76 
-HNY is t he abbreviation f. or I E\'1 YORKER. 
**SS is t.he abbreviation f or ? 1DAY JUPPLE ~~TJ . 
deocr1pt1on of the nature of the viewers themselves in 
chapter three will illuminate this subject, though not 
neceasarily clarify it. 
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In order of their importance, the other two agG groups 
of viewers were children and elderly people~ but the elderly 
viewers have steadily increased t heir numbers fro~ about 
20 per cent in 1951 to about 11 per cent in 1956. I n any 
case the teJ~viajon audience of the 1956 cartoons mainly 
consists of young and middle-aged adults, plus a few chil-
dren end even fewer elderly people , though the trend 1n the 
cartoons aec'Ils to be towards t''1e depiction of more elderly 
and fo1-1er child viewers. 
The aocj o-econo'llic class mogt reprenented in t.~e 
cartoons is that of the middle class (Table IV). It was 
not surprisin~ to find that in each of the three years, the 
Sunday supplements depicted the middle class nearly twice as 
•Juch a.o did the New Yorker. In all years the ~ Yol'lker 
depicted more upper class viewero in the cartoons than did 
t':le Sunday supplements, and in 1956 the majority of upper 
class vie\'rero in the Now Yorker ovor those of the Sunday 
supplements io more than t wice a.a great o.s :tt was in 1951. 
But this up:ner class fi-,ure still represents only about 
one ninth of the entire ponulation of the cartoons' tele-
vision vie\'Ters. Ono, therefore, must not rely too heavily 
on the differences in thooa figures . In 1S33 all the class 
figures as pre3onted in the cartoons tended to alter in their 
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TABLE IV 
SOCIO-ECONOlHC CLL\SS 01<' TELEVISION V1 EWERS IN CAr,'rCONS 
1951 1953 1956 YEltR 
SOURCE NY'* SS~4} i'Crt<.L NY SS TOTAL N'l c3s TOTAL 
Upper 
Upper-mi dd1o 
Middle 
Lower-middle 
TOTAL 
5 0 
23 4 
18 28 
7 4 
53 36 
5 
27 
46 
11 
9 6 
8 6 
20 38 
4 4 
15 
14 
58 
8 
41 S.l~ 95 
*NY is t he abbreviation for ~ YORKER. 
5 8 
19 5 
9 24 
3 a 
36 45 
*· ss 1s t ho abbreviation for SUNDAY '>UPPLla. EI ... rs. 
13 
24 
33 
11 
81 
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proportions. Both the upper and middle claes represqntations 
increased oons1dera~ly 1n percentages from 1951, only to 
decrease again in 1956, while the upper-~iddle and lower-
middle classes decreased in nu~ber in 1953 fro~ 195lt only to 
jump up again 1n 1956. These breakdowns; as such, only serve 
to confuse the issue. Taken as a whole, however, one sees 
that in 1956 thoro is a relatively equal cartoon rep eent-
at1on of television viewers among all ola~s groups, with the 
majority beln0 that of the middle clnsa, while 1953 and 1951 
fi;ures indicated a much heavier concentration of middle 
class viewers al~oet to tho exclusion of tho other classes. 
Consciously or not, the cartoons have revealed the greater 
acceptance and availability and uso of television by cembera 
of virtually every class group in the United States 1n 1956 
than ever before. I n fact. this point wan derin1t9l1 indi-
cated 1n the analysis of the cartoon artist's specific 
attitude towards television, as rovealed through his cartoon. 
It was found that the point on which the majority of cartoon 
artists spontaneously exprossod agreement waa the realization 
and consequent acceptance or talov1a1on as a regular part of 
one's normal life activities. Moreover, th1s notion 1noreaaed 
in frequency steadily from 1951 to 1956 (Table v). A much 
smaller percenta~ of cartoon art1sts seem simply to accept 
television with eit~er indifference or amusement. An 
even smaller percentage of artists (about seven per cent ot 
all the artists ) expressed a feeling of negative resignation 
TABlE V 
CARTOON ARTIST'S ATTITUDE TO IELE\'lSIO;· 
1951 19?3 1956 YEAR 
SOURCE NY SS tl1'0TAL NY 86 TOTl~L NY SlJ TOTAL 
Acceptr. television ') 18 20 14 28 42 5 20 25 
trit~ humor and 
indifference 
Realize< and 37 33 70 31 44 75 38 36 74 
accepto television 
a a rc ;n1ls.r ""art 
of life 
Television i o p oor 15 5 20 13 15 2H 20 11 31 
nce<ls i'T'prove·ent 
I-to fait 1 in 17 1 18 1 "l! 4 1 0 10 
../ 
television, it is 
deceptive 
Def:1nitely likes 4 8 12 1 9 10 2 1 3 
television, it 
he.o e. futuro, 
confidence in 
tel.eviaicn 
TOTAL 75 65 11~0 60 99 159 66 '77 143 
~HY :.a the e.hbrevia.tion for NKf YOHiffik . 
*~ss is the abbreviation for SUNDAY ~UPPLEr·EI~TS. 
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to ·:a.rds telev~:Jicno Thoro is only a sl.tf:5htly higher percent-
age of o.cceota.nce of tele".tia1on a.l"'long tho peopl~ 1n cartoons 
in tho Sunday supplements than over those of the New Yorker. 
Perhaps 1~h1s indicates t he greater acceptance and recognition 
of televi!lion by middle classes more so than by the upper 
clas1~cn, though tho difference is not significant enough to 
permit one to validly aoc:ept that statement without further 
qualification. I n any ca.se, it seams evident taat television 
iB here to otay, as an acceptable, affirmative and normally 
inte ated art of the lives of people or all claosen in the 
United States. 
Re ardles"' of tho class of vim·mrs or tho year in 
queaM.on, :nost of the via\>ring repreoonted by tho cartoons is 
done in the evening, (about 67 per cant of all viewing 
time (Table VI). About thirty per cent v;tew tn the after-
noon in every yee..r, and tho only significant change in vie\'t-
1ng habi to ,.,~s that of morn1n ~ viewin3, ,.,hich 3teadily in-
croaoed fro~ about three por cent in 1951 to eight per cGnt 
in 1956.. These figures do not exactly me ten the real change 
of v1 \-:in~ hab1.tn a.a revealed by vnriouA polls a.nd r-Gsenrch 
studies, but the cartoon ot<ltiat1ca eo neu.rly approach the 
actual facts that one is 1mprensed by the fa.i thfulnoss vrith 
\":h1ch tl-}.o cartoons mirror reality. 
1ihat programs do these v1ewer!l 1.-1a.tch? In 1956 sports 
events seem to be the moat pooularly vim·md television 
programs (about 20 por cont} \fhile quiz programs run a very 
YEAR 
SOURCE 
Morning 
Afternoon 
Evon1nr.r 
TOTAL 
-nm 
**SS 
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TABLE VI 
TU E TELEVISICfi I S \':ATCH.LD I N CARTOONS 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* SS**TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
2 0 2 2 2 4 3 3 6 
15 13 2e 13 13 26 10 13 23 
30 23 53 24 30 54 27 30 57 
47 36 83 39 45 €4 40 46 86 
io t' 0 abbreviation for ~m v YORKEi . 
1s t he abbreviation f or SUNDAY SUPPID~E1HS. 
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close second, having risen fro~ absolute obscurity in 1951 
(Table VII) . Tying for t hird place in 155r, variety and 
comedy , mysteries and drama, and news and special events 
telecasts is note\'rorthy . These tHo significant chanses seem 
to indicate an increaoin~ de~and and preference for programs 
of a. more timely and info~ative naturo. In 1c53 t here wa s 
a marked increase in the frequency of variety and co~edy 
programs and ysteries and dra~ae, but t hese ~references 
al'llost halved themse lves in frequency in 1S56; a sudden 
11fad" perhaps. Sports programs increased considerably from 
1951 to 1953 to an unequalled prouortion of nearly 25 per cent 
of all uro3r~s watched. In 1956, however, it assumed a more 
modest pronortion of about 20 per cent of all programs 
watched . 
I n addition to his physical and social attributes, the 
telev sion vie\·Ter of the cartoons posseaaes two other inter-
esting characteristics, w·1ich _ave co::ne about in the course 
of television cartoon history from 1951 to 1956. The habits 
for~od are t~ose of eating and drinkin ~ and smoking while 
watc~in1 television, and reading ma~azines and pauero w~ile 
'·ratching television. These characteristics were barely 
discernible in 1951 cartoons; in 1953 t hey still did not 
represent any great proportion of t he entire cartoon viewer 
populations, the proportional increase fro::n 1951 to 1956 is 
notable {Table VIII). Although the 3rowth in numbers from 
1951 to 1956 1n t his cato ,ory of eat1n) , drinking and oMokins 
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TABLE VI I 
TELEVISION PR01R/UI1S WATCHED IN CARTOONS 
YEAR 1~51 1953 195t: 
SOURCE :t--'Y->t- SS** 'l'OTAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS ~OrAL 
Sports 7 13 20 7 11 H' 3 12 15 
Mystery, 1 0 1 6 10 16 1 8 9 
drama 
Westerns 3 5 8 0 3 3 2 5 7 
Variety, 5 3 8 0 14 14 4 5 9 
comedy 
~uizzeG 0 0 0 1 1 2 5 8 13 
News and 1 0 1 4 3 7 6 3 9 
special events 
Children's 3 1 4 3 2 5 3 1 4 
shows 
t'{o: en' a 4 0 4 3 1 4 1 3 4 
Sh0\19 
TOTAL 24 22 46 24 45 69 25 45 70 
*.1\JY is t he abbreviation for NE 'i YORKER. 
*ilSS is the abbreviation for Gt.NDAY SUPPLE£~1EN'j. 3. 
YEAR 
<10U~CE 
Reading 
magazines 
Eatin ;) , and 
smok1n 
TOT~L 
TABLE VIII 
VIEWING HABITS IN CAI"t'£0CNS 
1951 1953 1956 
rrr* SS** TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
0 1 1 6 1 6 7 
1 3 4 5 6 11 7 10 17 
1 )~ 5 7 10 17 e 16 24 
*NY is t· o abbreviation for NEW YORKER. 
""'SS is t he abbreviation for SUNDrlY SUPPL.B~ENTS . 
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\'laB true for both the ~ Yorkor and Sunday supplement 
cartoons, t1o latter source accounted for the greatest 
1ncrce.seft 
From this data one could gather that with the 
30 
eater 
satura~1on and acceptance of television, as expressed by the 
c~rtoons, comas a greater sense of ease and familiarity 
(Figure 1). The difference in numbars bett·reen t•1e ~ Yorker 
and the Sunday supplements a.re not really signiflcant enough 
to \tarrant speculation concerning their differences. 'rhe 
difference in numbers is most probably accounted for by the 
simple fact that there appear to be "lore vie\'mrs in the 
cartoons of the Sunday supplements than from the ~ Yorker. 
Now that one haa a better, generally statistical 
picture of what the television vierror looks like, and what 
and when he vie\·ls, one io finally in a pos1 tion to scrutinize 
more precisely the more porsonal, social and intellectual 
nature of these people i:o.1 the cartoons. 
" 
Fl:llic.l: l 
':':'. ~ ·~c-.m;; , .:A.~''JA:a 7, 1956 
CHAPTER III 
CHARACTERISTICS 0 'rfiE VIEWERS IN THE CART CONS 
Tl1e I-1ale Viewer 
-
Since there nppee.r to be more ""lalo vievters than 
female viewers shm·m in the cartoons, as indicated in 
chapter two, one firot can try to describe the rale viewers 
more accurately . It has been ohoi'm ti-lat more male vie\'lers 
are portrayed in cartoons tl1an female viewers, but only a few 
of these male vie~;ors are depicted. as avid, fai thf'ul tole-
vision fans . On the othE)r hand , :noot of the female vio·wers~ 
though S'Tia.ller in number, fit t',is description (Table IX) . 
Also, most of t~e great male avidness for television and 
indiscri""inato vhn1ing by the cartoon men is -:1oro frequently 
true of the cartoon vie't-rers represented in the Sunday supple-
ments than of t~o~e in the more upper claso New Yor~er car-
toons, except in the 1956 cartoons whose figures shmr no 
significant difference e Ti1.o lack of significance between 
the 1956 cartoon scores oee:11s to indicate a slight gro"v'Tth 
of enthusiasm for television by upner class male cartoon 
vievmrs. The statistics concerned l-rith tne cartoon 
frequency of the a-nnearancc of man 's indifference or c[l.n do 
without foaling, in r.ogard to telov1sion, are not 3reat, but 
t hey do reveal a corrcspcndin:.> groi.,th of the cartoon feeling 
of indifference by the lower classes depicted in the Sunday 
sunplements from 1951 to 195( (Table X)o 
YEAR 
SOURCE 
l~an 
Woman 
TOTAL 
33 
TABLE I X 
SEX OF AVID TELEVISION FArs I !'4 THE CARTOONS 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* ')'J*~ TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY" SS TOTAL 
5 9 14 4 18 22 6 4 10 
15 11 26 6 12 18 10 11 21 
20 20 40 10 30 40 16 15 31 
.... NY 1s t e abbr eviation for ~E v YORKER . 
**SS is the abbr eviation for 5UNDA Y SUP PLEtffiN'rS. 
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TABLE X 
MALE INDIFFERENCE OR DI SLIKE OF TELEVI SION IN THE CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1S56 
SOURCE NY* oS** TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY .,s TOT~L 
lle.n indifferent 4 0 4 0 1 1 1 17 18 
to television 
t-lan dislilt:ea 6 0 6 4 3 7 4 9 13 
televtsion 
TOTAL 10 0 10 4 4 8 5 26 31 
"""NY is t he abbreviation for NE\'i YORKEH. 
"'*SS io t he abbreviation for BUNDAY C)UPPL~'ENTS . 
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An coopared to the cartoon women, one finds t at the 
men in the cartoons are diacriminato television viewers ~ 
That is, the cartoon artists nortray tho men as being more 
critical and selective in their telovialon tastes than are 
women. Only rarely are the malo viewero pictured as being 
indiscriminate viewers. The females outrank the males in 
this category, reopectively in 1951, 1953 and 1956t by 
eight, three and six tirnea a.a much (Tables XI and XII). 
One also notes here a particular increase in tho nu~ber of 
discriminate male television cartoon vie\tera of the lmrer 
classes. 
In general the trend fro~ 1951 to 1956 seems to be 
one of increased cartoon discrimination in regard to tole-
vision tastes by men , who view more frequently than the 
wc~en, who are appearing to become leas discriminate 
viewers. In view of thio, it may be disheartening to learn 
from the cartoons that while men seem to decide more frequent-
ly t han the women with whom they are viewing , what pro am 
will be watched, women havo steadily increased t heir influence 
in deciding nrogra'Ds \'fetched from 1951 to 1956... The male 
influence on thin subject has substantially decreased in 
t he cartoons since 1953 (Tab le XIII). 
There are two cartoon images of the male which appear 
more frequently than any others. One might even call those 
t he two stereotyped cartoon iMages of the male television 
fan. The most co::nmon one is that of the ma.lc watching 
YF..AR 
SOURCE 
Ma.n 
Wou·an 
TC"TI\.L 
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TABLE XI 
SEX OF' DISCR!ft. INATE VIE~lERS IN THE CARTOCNS 
1951 1953 1956 
NY~ 5B > ~ TO'rAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS TCTAL 
5 7 12 17 13 30 11 17 2[ 
0 1 1 3 3 6 0 0 0 
5 8 13 ?0 16 36 11 17 2('\ 
*NY is t 1e abbreviation for .N:S!'i YORKER . 
ii ss ia the abbreviation f'or SUNDAY >UPPLEMEl- TS • 
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TABLE XI I 
SEX OF INDISCR!ll iNATE VIE o'ERS IN THE CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY SS** TOTAL ~IT SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Man 1 2 3 3 5 8 1 4 5 
Woman 16 7 23 10 12 22 e 25 33 
T01' \L 17 9 26 13 17 30 Q 29 38 _, 
*HY is the a.bbrev1a.t1on for NE\'1 YORKER. 
**sa is the abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPL~~ENTS. 
TABLE XIII 
DECIDER OF PROGRAMS WAT"'HED I N THE CARTCONS 
YEAR 
SOURCE 
Man 
\'lor: an 
TOTt\L 
«NY 
~ * 3') 
1951 1953 1956 
NYil SS*~ TOTAL NY .,s 'l'Ol'AL NY 38 'rOTAL 
4 5 9 5 12 17 5 5 10 
2 1 3 0 4 4 1 6 7 
6 c 1 2 5 16 21 6 11 17 
is the nbbrev1a.t1on for NE :1 YORK , . 
is the abbr eviation for SUNDAY SuP~LE'ENTS . 
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sports progra~a on television, which is sustained to the same 
degree 1n 1956 as 1 t uaa in 1951 and 1953 (Table XIV). Only 
about one t hird as frequently doos one see in 1956 tho other 
male television viewer cartoon stereotype; that of the male 
watching "gjrlie 11 shown on television.. But this cartoon 
image uas steadily diminished since 1951 to only half that 
frequency in 1956 (Table XV). 
~ Female Viewer 
But the man is not tho only television sports fan. 
Since 1951 the cartoons shov; that the wo~e.n television 
vie\'ter' s t aste and liking for sports programs has steadily 
increased from total indifference or ignorance of televioion 
sports in 1951 to a small grmlth of interest a"long women of 
all classes in 1956. (It appears in t he cartoons that in 
five years television has definitely effected ~ chango of 
at least feminine public opinion on the subject of television 
sports.) 
The fe::nale television cartoon viewer has other more 
defined characterint1cso In fact, the stereotyped woman 
viewer appears in cartoons in 1956 alT oat two times as much 
as the most frequent male cartoon stereotype appears, (man 
watcning television sporta events)(Table XVI ). And what 
characterizes this stereotyped cartoon image of the female 
viewer? From previous cartoon observations one rGalizes 
tho.t the female is almost inevitably o.n 1nd1scr1w1nate tele-
vision vie\'rero The roaoons for this l ack of critical sense 
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TABLE XIV 
TELEVISION SPORTS IN THE CA\TOO~S 
1951 1953 1956 YEAR 
SOURCE NY* SS** TrT~L NY SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Man likes 7 13 0 3 12 4 9 13 _, 
television 
sports 
Woman 11keo 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 4 
television 
sports 
\·Jo'!lan j nr.ifferent 3 3 6 2 5 7 0 4 4 
to or i~orant of 
television sports 
TOTAL 10 9 19 13 8 21 6 15 21 
.,_NY is the abbreviation for NEW YC KER. 
**SS is tbe abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPT..E' '~ENT~3. 
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TABLE X"V 
l-1ALE VIEWERS IN CAl .TOQN3 WrlO LIKE II ,IRLIE II SHOWS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY* SS· TOTAL NY SS TOTAL ~IT SS TOTAL 
Stereotyped 4 4 8 3 4 7 4 0 4 
r1a.le viewer 
'trho likes 
"s1r1ie" show!l 
~NY ia the abbreviaticn for NE' YC ~~R. 
iHl-SS is the abbreviation for SUND•\ I GUPPID'ENTS. 
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TABLE XVI 
THE FEMALE TELEVIGION VIF.WER IN THE CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY* SS** TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Stereotyped "2 11 33 9 12 21 11 14 25 
fcmalo vie~ter 
Du11-\dtted 17 13 30 11 12 23 8 12 20 
Shallow, 11 14 25 9 12 21 9 19 2e 
superficial 
Romantic 8 6 14 4 8 12 3 7 10 
Lazy 0 3 3 3 2 5 2 14 16 
TOTAL 58 47 105 36 46 82 33 66 99 
~NY ia t.he abbreviation for NEW YORKER. 
**SS ia t he abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPLEtENTS. 
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in the cartoons is probably explained by the fact that she iBg 
in ordar or her most frequently asserted attributes, super~ 
fie:al and shallow, end romantic. Since 1951 one notices 
happily, however* that the frequency Wit l wntch this stereo-
typed cartoon vo~an a~paare has decreased, as has her 
characteristic of being dull-witted and romantic. The more 
revealing cartoon figures to note are the breakdown figures 
of these statistics, which indicate 1n every year exoept 1951, 
that tho lower class woman was more dull-witted and romantic 
than the upper olass wo~an pictured 1n the ~ Yorker cartoons. 
But although the image of the dull-witted, ro~ant1o 
lower claaa woman hao steadily decreased in frequency from 
1951 to 1956, t~e upper class woman of the ~ ~ork~ has 
percentage-wiae become more frequently pictured aa being 
dull-witted and ro~ant1c fro~ 1951 to 1956. ~he lower class 
w~an image in 1956, however, 1s still more dull-witted and 
romantic than that of the upper class wo~an. The point to 
note is the apoarent trend of enlighte~ent which seems to 
bo taking place a~ong lower class women, while the upper 
class women tond to move in an opposite direction. In 
every year, however, the lower class woman not only out-
numbers the upper class yew Yorker cartoon woman 1n euper-
r1c1ality and shallowness, but continues from 1951 to 1956 
to propagate expansively this characteristic to increasing 
proportions. It appeared 1n the 1953 cartoons t hat thaoe 
particular traits were decreasing 1n fro~uency since 1951~ 
I 
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but in 1956 they appeared again evan more significantly than 
they first did in the 1951 cartoons. 
The 1956 telev1s1on cartoon wo~an viewer may still be 
just as or even mora shallow than she was before, but 
apparently the increase 1n her sharpne s and onlighten~ent 
haa had some bearing on her credulity in and influence by 
television in the cartoons. ~~is influence has declined 
since 1951, though not by very much. This decline can bo 
correlated with the decline of women's faith in television 
since 1953 (Table XVII). The cartoon figures that we deal 
with here are not large and so the breakdowns are scarcely 
very reliable for co~parison purnoses, though it seems that 
from 1951 to 1956 upper and lower class wo~en have each 
shifted t heir position of cartoon dominance in regard to 
their degree of faith in television. In 1951 upper class 
~ Yorker cartoon women generally believed more strongly 
in television t han t he lower class women of the Sunday 
supple~ent cartoons, but t he reverse situation appears in 
1956. As in so many other television attitudes and 
characteristics, the year 1953 brought with it a change of 
cartoon opinion that was significantly different fro~ 1951 
and 1956. In t his case the cartoon's faith in telev1a1on 
became slightly more i mplicit in 1953 only to return 1n 1956 
to the sa~e strength 1t had in 1951. 
One ot~er characteristic which is also associated 
with the stereotyped cartoon female television viewer is 
TABLE XVII 
CARTOON \~01-iEN ' S FAITH IN TELEVISION 
YEAR 
SOURCE 
Women easily 
s\.;aycd by 
television 
Women have 
faith in 
television; 
ia a credible 
source 
Wo:nen have no 
fa ith in 
televi sion 
TOTAL 
*NY is 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* SS*if TOTAL NY SS TO'l1.'\L NY SS TOTAL 
9 8 17 7 7 .v~ '• 9 13 
5 2 7 4 5 9 2 5 7 
0 0 0 0 3 3 1 5 6 
14 10 24 11 15 26 7 19 26 
t he abbreviation for NEW YO ... .t<ER. 
*i>iSS is t he abbr eviation for SUNDAY SUPPLEtt.ENTS . 
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that of laziness. One cannot assu.,.,o that just bocauoe one 
watches television ono is sirn~ly being lazy. Tho figures 
concerning the viG\>/ers' defini to laziness are based on 
cartoons in ~ihich 1 t uaa obvious that t ho viewer r.-ras lazy by 
virtue of hio having neglected or procrastinated oo~o work 
Ol" job in favor of l·ratching televis.:.~:m. Perhaps 1 t is due 
to a lessening of proaaure or consc1entiousnesa to ttork, or 
maybe a eator feeling of t ho l nportanco or need or attract-
iveness of television in _the 1956 cartoons, but regardle so 
of t he reason, t he female cartoon viewer hao become lazier 
in 1956. :t-~oat ro~arkable 1s t he way that lower class Sunday 
supplement cartoon viewers outnumber the upper class 
Nou Yorker cartoon vie'\>ters seven to one ln lazinoas in 1956, 
uh1le they were OI) o. par in 1951 and 1953~ Perhaps t hin is 
true because t he lo\'ler claas cartoon viewera aeo:a to have 
more faith in television than do t ho uopor class wo~en 
cartoon viauers, and therefore, probably rationalize aooewhat 
and consider television watching an occupation that is valid 
enough to warrant tho neglect of some other constructive 
activity for it . 
Besides the me.le and female viOl-lOr cartoon ste:-eo-
typos which have been described so far, the only other 
distinguishable ad1.~lt figure which consiotcnt.ly appoa.red 
in t he cartoons on television uao t hat of tho television 
artist or talent. The ~ oat common char a cteristic associated 
with th1s group of people ls that their job in television 1s 
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oimply a n:etin'lO of me.king money for ther.1 . Although the 
diffox·encu is slight, the .fi3Ur:'ls indicate that television 
.?.rtioto in tho ce..rtoono more often fscl indifference or a 
l~ck of pride in regard to television tb~n they do feel an 
affirmative sense of pride. lioreover, this aense of in-
difference and t 1e feelir.. _; t'1at televieior. is simply a Job 
cr business to television e.rtists has increased in the car-
toano from 1951 to 1956 (Table XVI I I) . See Figure 2 . 
l''rom t :1is one mi~ht generalize t he sugsestion that 
television in tho 1956 cartoons is more easily and readily 
accepted as another world of business and endeavor and not 
looked u:>on so much o.s 11n unusual or doubtful occupation. 
In t he 1956 cartoons, a s vulo already mentioned , the votes 
are almost equally split concer-ning the negative and 
affirma.ti vc viertpoint of prido or ll'ck of 1 t ln regard to 
television. Tho cartoon figures on the frequency \-rith vlhich 
tho television artist exhibits an aHarenoss or indifference to 
good broadcasting standards indicate a sl-ilar split in 
1956 ('r'\blo XIX). In terms of Joars, one finds, howovor, 
that tho cartoon awareness of 0ood broadcastins standards 
and practices has steadily gro\m :from 1951 to 1956, having 
been outnumbered by eight to one ln 1951 and more than two 
to one in 1953 by a feeling of indifference (Fi&~re 3). 
I n t he 1956 cartoons neither a feeling of awareness or in-
difference dominates the roal~ of the television artist; the 
count is almost even for both sides, though t~e ~rend seems 
TABLE XVIII 
TELEVISION ARTISTS' VIEWS OF TELEVISION IN THE CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY* SS*~ TOTAL ~'Y SS TOTAL HY SS TOTAL 
Television ia 5 5 10 14 4 18 10 6 16 
a wo.y to make 
money; a job 
Television is 1 2 3 3 5 a 2 8 10 .... 
show bus!neso 
Pride in 0 1 1 6 1 7 li 7 11 
television 
Ind!ffArenc~ 4 1 5 5 1 6 11 1 12 
or no pride 1n 
television 
TOTAL 10 9 19 28 11 ~~9 27 2? 49 
·it-NY is the abbreviation for h:S 'v YORKER. 
'"*SS is t he abbreviation for SUI. DAY SUPPLEtcrEhTS . 
PI:li.R!:: ~ 
1:..1 ~ V¢'1\': 1: , ~,.\1 ,\:W 14, 1;:\;;.S 
L 
YEAR 
TABLE .XIX 
TELEVI >ION ARTISTS ' '\'1ARENE3Q. 0 1' GOOD 
BHCADCASTING STANDI\ WS l\.S '3 ;EN 
IN THE C\ TC'ONS . 
1951 l953 
50 
1956 
SOURCE l Y . SS** 'rOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Awareness of1 1 0 1 6 1 7 2 6 8 
standards 
Indifference 
'+ '+ 1 6 0 16 0 9 9 to standards 
TOTAL .) 4 9 22 l 23 2 15 17 
\ 4-!JY ..... 'tho ~'bbrcv1a..t1on cr , ~· vor .,..... . '. ..Lw 
"' 
**3S is the abbreviation for SUNDAY st.J.t>PLENENTS. 
1'1 "l'.E ' 
.t;:_. .c "'--"-• ·- - - ""· 1956 
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to be in favor of an increaain5 ( happilJ) cartoon :1vm.reness 
of good broadcasting otandarda. 
It is difficult to discern exactly the significance 
of t he growth of the cartoon notion that tolev1a1on is "sho\'T 
business. " But one f"l i::;~t gueos t hat this meano a greater 
racot;nltion or identity of the stereotyped characteristics 
of gla.~our and fame l'ilth television more t han it did in 1951. 
Whether thia feelin> on tho part of the television artists 
in tho cartoons has been a aignificru1t factor in ~eking them 
more O.Y.ta.re of s ood performance and broo.dcaoting standards 
and practices one has no way hero of ascertn.inir.r.z;, but the 
speculation is certainly worth conaidering. 
The previous notiono wore derived from cartoons \'l~ich 
portrayed television artists . It is interestins to note hero 
that the most notable, consistent characteristic of the 
individual television artist,. ao represented in the cartoons, 
was that he \-Ta.S probably sincere, but relatively dt~ll-l·Titted 
or si~ple-~inded. This feelin~ was not even evident in tho 
cartoons in 1951, when television iofllS probn.bly too new for 
people to more fully think out all t he a.spocto of television. 
In 1953 eleven cartoons revealed this fooling , b11t by 1956 
tho stereotype had ~ore than halved its frequency in appear-
ance. The cartoon trend seo3s to be to think of television 
artists as a capable, competent :J.asociation of people more 
so than previously . 
The child vtho most often appeared in t he cartoons vro.s 
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ono t-~ho liked to h'atch i·lOstorns, opa.ce men progra"Ds or puppet 
sho\!S e One remembers, hm'lever, that children still represent-
ed in 1956 only a s~all and even a diminished percentase 9f 
the total television audience, ao co~pared to 1951. Never-
theless, when the c :1ild did appear in the 1956 cartoons, it \'TaS 
with an added enthusi~sm for television that was more notice-
· able than in 1951. 
The rwre 'Jeroonal, social and intellectual preferences 
and characteristics of the different television vielmra and 
artists in the cartoons have been discussed in this chapter 
with the purpose of acquainting the reader with tho nature 
of the population which television cartoons confront . One 
is prepared now for consideration of the more evaluative 
cartoon judgnents of teloviaton as a mass communication 
medium as expressed by the people in the cartoons in tho 
different cl ass publications . 
CHAPTER IV 
CAR'rOON EVALUATIONS OF TELEVISION 
·rhe subject '\>Thich in the focus of a .1 ol{e or cartoon 
is bound to be ridiculed and t hus, appear l udicrous und 
criticized . In most of t he cartoons concerning television, 
many facets of t he entire field of television are satirized 
in a negative sense. Television's core affir~ative values, 
however, are not lost, and careful e xamination of the cart oona 
reve~.ls many constructive as woll as destructive, affirmative 
as well as negative comment s on television und its effects 
on the public. 
Unfavorable Views of Television 
The four aspectn of tolovision ullich are :noat often 
attacked in the cartoons are, in order of their dominance 
in 1956, the com~ercialism of television, television co~mer­
cials, poor television urogr~~ content, and television as a 
whole (the industry): (Table XX) . The differences between 
t he four scores are only sli:5ht so t he emnho.ois is not 
a ltogether distinct, although it is evident that t he co- nor-
cial aspect of television seems to invite the most critical 
eye of people in the cartoona (Figures J~ , 5 and G). The 
1956 critical p icture is very different from t hat in 1951, 
' men attacks on t elevision progra~ming reprosented half of 
the total number of cartoons wh1ch attacked television. In 
1953 t he picture was pretty much like t hn.t in 1956 except 
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TABLE XX 
SUBJECT ATTACKED n~ THr: CAT\'l'OON 
YE~R 
SOURCE 
Television 
commercials 
Commercialism 
of television 
Television 
programs 
Television e.s 
n whole; the 
industry 
Awareness in 
cartoon that 
co:nrr.erc~'\ls 
arc disliked 
Neutral cartocn 
to television 
TOTAL 
*NY io t e 
**SS is t he 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* SS'~~* TOTAL NY SB TOTAL NY SS 'rOTAL 
10 1 11 20 8 28 0 _, 8 17 
8 3 11 27 6 33 12 8 20 
10 4 22 12 8 20 10 6 16 
1 1 2 6 9 15 0 4 13 
-· 
0 2 2 10 3 13 4 2 6 
0 l G 10 4 15 19 0 10 10 
37 21 58 79 49 l?P 44 38 82 
abbreviation for NEW YORKER. 
abbreviation for. SUNDt\Y SUPPLD ENTS . 
06 
t'[GU.J!: ll 
L;w: ~ ~. OCt\:5.:.1'1 27, l JS6 
fl<lt.IHE 5 
'I'.J.: L ~. D • .CU R 1, 19~ 
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that in 1953 tho weight \'JaB much heavier in attackf.l on the 
com;cercial end of tcleviolon, whereas in 1956 tho cartoon 
criticisms are not so heavily concentrated in ono distinct 
area~ From 1951 to 1956, one notes too the groat increase 
tn 1953 and then decrease in the amount of awareness jn the 
cartoons of television commercials bein1 dislikec (Table XX). 
From c.ll thene cartoon figures it would seer that tviO things 
had probn.bly ha pened; that cartoon presentationa of pro-
gramm:lnQ standards have o.nnrcctati vely imnroved since 1951 
and t!.ta.t the :;rortth of telo.vialon has ( unhaDT)ily) brought 
with !t an increase in the a~ount of distasteful (as far as 
the T)Utlic is concernetl) exnlo1ta.tion and comTLercialism, 
• 
thou~h this le.tter ")1-).cnomenon seems less annarent or true 
in the 1S'56 cartoons than it d1c1 in 1953 (Figure 7)o It is 
interesting t o note that while cartoon criticism seems more 
strong in 1953 , as co~")ared to 1951 and 195(, there are 
almost tvtice as many ne·utra.l cartoons on television in 1953 
than either in 1951 or 1956 (Table L~). The significant 
nur.bor of neutral cartoons on television in 1953 serves as 
a reminder that 1953 \'tan not simply a year of one-aided 
akept.tcintl or critlcimr; but like t he other years, lt too 
had 1 ts a.ivareness of television c s virtues a.e vmll as its 
vices. Comr·•erc1a.l snonsors might 1)e interested in knowing 
that only about thirteen por cent of all the cartoons from 
1956 cartoons seeo to eA~ross the notion that television can 
and does influence sales ano public opinion (Table XXI). 
f"'·:::r~u; 1 
!.L.. ill~' DECO::l':B R 17, 1956 
TABLE XXI 
INFLUENCE 0" TELEVISION ON rrHE PUBLIC IN THE OARTOOUS 
Yl"....AR 
SOURCE 
Television has 
t"lo nowcr to 
and doea in-
fluenco sales 
and nubl1c 
opinion 
NY 1s 
* ss 1a 
1951 1953 1956 
NY~ SS** 'fOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY GS TOTAL 
0 3 3 16 8 24 9 l, 13 
the o.bbrev:tation for NEi'! YORKER. 
tho abbreviation for SUND!\ Y ''UPP ~E! NTS. 
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In 1951 this feeling is only negligibly indicated: its 
intensity increased about eight times by 1953, but it 1s 
halved again 1n 1956. Perhaps the lessening in intensity of 
the feeling against television commercials in cartoons is 
influenced by the fact t hat people s imply do not feel that 
commercials are as influential as before, and therefore, this 
accounts for their ebb 1n concern 1n th1a respect. This, 
however, 1s only speculation. 
In 1951 t here was significant cartoon evidence that 
television was meant for kids, "dopes", and f r ustrated, 
simple people. In 1953 this idea was felt w1tb even greater 
intensity, but by 1956, although the cartoon notion still 
pers1ata, the intensity has considerably subsided, apparently 
as a result of t he growth 1n stature of t he role of television 
in 1956 (Table XXII). Note that a good proportion of the 
cartoons which express tho notion t hat television is f or 
kids and dopes was registered as a "snob" attitude, mainly 
by cartoons in the upper class representative, ~ New Y._or.k.e.r •• 
Thi s evidence would corroborate the evidence found in tho 
study "The Public Image of the Television Fan", w"l1ch conclud-
ed t ha.t there was a more "snobbiahu attitude by tho upper 
classes in regard to television, t han there was in the cartoons 
representing t he lower classes 1n 1955. Thia cartoon 
study reveals approximately t he same idea, with the added 
knowledse of t his attitude's fluctuation of intensity from 
1951 to 1956. It was found that t h1s snobbishness reached 
TABLE XXII 
TC IHOK TELEVIS I ON APPEALS I N THE C.'\RTOCNS 
YEA~ 1951 1953 1956 
oOURCE N'.l~ SS** '!'CTAL NY ss TC TAL NY ss TOTAL 
----
Te1nv1aton 6 1 0 1€ 8 13 21 ~ 11 1 6 
"' appeals to 
naivo, 
frustrated 
people 
Television l a 24 25 49 35 21 )6 26 12 38 
for ir.Lis, 
''n:.a.s s e a " 
the 
Tel~vlsion is 2 6 8 23 3 26 8 5 13 
fo:· t'1e ma.soes: 
c. cnob attit ude 
TO'fAL 32 41 83 66 37 103 39 28 6'! 
---
NY is t he abbreviation for NEW YORlCt.h .• 
-u~~ 8('1 is t 1e abbrevia.t,1 on for SUNDAY SDPPLD ENTS. 
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its peak in the 1953 cartoons and diminis'1cd again in 1956. 
It would seem that in ito newness 1n 1951, television was a 
point of skepticism, ao any innovation is; more thoroughly 
criticized in the 1953 cartoons when people see~ed to feel 
its im'Ilaturi ty, ( especie.lly so by the unper classes); but 
re-evaluated in the cartoons with a more ooaitive, though 
still critical eye in 1956, e.a television made lrnown its ol>m 
quality i~prove~ant. 
Only a fe\·T cartoons in eac'1 year concern themsel vas 
with the notion of t~leviaion ao a prestige item or not, but 
these figures, small though they may be, seem to testify to 
tho rowth of the snob attitude from 1951 to 1956 by the 
upper classes in the cartoons (Table XXI II ). From 1951 to 
1956 television has lessened ito identification ao a prestige 
item. For every year it is true that the unner class people 
re resented by the ~ Yorker cartoono felt less strong about 
television as a prosti o item than did the people represented 
in the cartoons of the Sunday supplements . 
The two nost common patterns of criticisms of tele-
vision in the cartoons are those social and psychological 
ones. The most com~on of those are the social criticisms 
which are concerned with the ill effects of television on 
people as they relate to other eoplo . The second most 
co~~on grouns of criticism are those more psycholo ically 
oriented ones, which concern themselves with the ill effects 
of television on the individual in regard to his o·.m personal 
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TABLE XXIII 
THE PRES'riGE 017 TELEVISION IN CAR'rOONS 
YEAR 
SCURCE 
To1evia1on ao 
a presti ao, 
luxury item 
·relevision as 
a nesa.tive 
'res t1ge i tom 
Tc·rAL 
q~y is 
*<t<SS is 
t'1e 
the 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* SG .. TOTAL HY O.J TCTAL NY SS TOTAL 
5 8 13 2 7 a 2 4 6 _, 
0 1 1 2 0 2 3 0 3 
5 9 14 4 7 11 5 4 9 
abbr eviation for NE\i YORKE ~ • 
abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPLEMENTS . 
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development and growtho 
Social Criticis~ s of Television 
The first ~rouT) of criticisms is oxoressed by $UCh 
cartoon senti~onts a8 ; television makes peopl e unsociable 
(inhibits socializing); television is a bad socia l influence 
( "~'akes peonle think of "~ oney too muc~ ); gi vos them noor ideas 
and stresses :nediocri ty; television is malting eoDle lazy, 
stay at ~o~e; t e levision is a far. ily disruntin) factor; 
t elevision is too ti~e consuning; televi sion ~akeo people 
ne5lect such t hings as their ~anncrs , other pe ople, work; 
t 0levision has a damcging inf luence on c~ildren and a further 
evidence of the noor influence of television on neoole , 
there is a considerable number of cartoons whi ch represent 
typical television viewers as being unsociable , grouc~y , 
and lonely neoDlc, as on~osed to the nu~ber of apparently 
ha ppy, sociab le t elevision viewers (Tables XXIV throu~h 
XXIX inclusive). In nearly every instance, t ru intensity 
of t hese feelings increased considerably in t~e 1~ 53 
cartoons , but les~ened again in 1956 to about the sa~e 
intensity with which t hey existed in 19518 
Two of t hese att itudes (t!Lat television is a f amily 
disrupting factor and t hat television is t-oo time c onsttrnin-;) 
seem to renr~sent concerns by only the lower class peopl e 
in t he cartoons of t~e Sunday supplements . From t his one 
could assume t hat t~c unper class viewers probauly have 
more time ~-111.ich to spend on television viewin; and other 
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TABLE XXIV 
THE SOCIAL INFLUENCE OF TELEVISION IN CJI.I<TOONS 
YEA.R 1951 1953 1956 
~o· RCE NY* SS** TOTAL NY SS TOTI\L NY G'1 'l'OTAL 
Television causes 5 2 7 1 2 3 1 4 5 
peoplo to be 
unsociable 
Television i~~1bits 13 6 19 11 18 29 15 7 22 
socializing; bad 
social influence 
TOTAL 18 8 26 12 20 32 16 11 27 
"'1l-f'Y is t·1G abbreviation for ~YORKER. 
*"'SS in the abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPLE El~TS. 
YEAR 
TABLE XXV 
CARTOON NOTION THAT TELEVISION I~ MAKING PEOPLE 
LAZY 
1951 1953 1956 
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SOURCE NY* .. >S ** TOTAL NY SS TO'fAL NY SS TOTAL 
Television is 
making people 
lazy 
0 9 9 7 14 21 
~h7 1s the abbreviation for ~ ~~· 
15 2 17 
**SS is t e abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPLE}ENT • 
YEAR 
TABLE XXVI 
I h CARTOONS TELEVISICN IS TOC' TII~E CONSUl• INCH 
IT I 3 A F'M ILY DISRtJ ... TilJ 1 FACTOH 
1951 1953 1956 
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SOURCE NY'* 33** TGTAL NY E1~ ·roTAL ~'Y SS TOTAL 
Television 1s 1 13 14 2 13 15 0 11 11 
too time 
consuming 
Telovioion is a 0 e e 0 16 16 0 8 8 
fn:r··ily dis ·-
ruptin:;:> factor 
TO'l't.-~.L 1 21 22 2 29 ~., _.i.l. 0 19 19 
··NY in the abb~cvia.t1on for g 'CORKER. 
*--·ss in the abbreviation for ~1lJNDAY SUl'?LEt!.ENTS. 
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TABLE XXVII 
I N CARTOONS TELEVISION I AKES PEOPLE NEJ.LECT 'N!IHGS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
.30URCE NY* .>S~* TOTAL NY t")S TOTAL r Y SS TOTAL 
Telsv1eion ~akcs 12 16 
eople neglect 
ot"l.er t.'11nss 
28 14 26 40 
*NY is the abbreviation for NEW YORKER. 
9 17 
* '35 :1 a the abbroviati rm for SUND:\Y SUPPLEMENTS. 
TABLE XY.VIII 
TELEVISION HAS A DA1 A 'liNt I NFLUENCE ON CHILDR_.N IN 
CAR'fOONS 
1951 1953 1956 
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"!OURCE NY;· SS*i< TCTAL .tiY SS ~(.,TAL NY Sf; TOT!\L 
Telsvision has 
a damaging 
influe!lce on 
children 
3 9 l2 7 
,. 
0 13 
'):NY is the abbreviation for N.E..~ YO'M.Et{. 
5 2 
-i}*oS is t he abbreviation for 3UNDAY ')UL'PLEVENTS. 
7 
7"1 
TABLE >.}{IX 
THE iJELL I EIU:l OF TH= TELEVItJICl~ CARTOON VII-.."'WER 
ytr.AR 1951 1953 1956 
SC RCE.: NY Sfl~ TOTAL 1-o'Y ns TOTAL TOTAL 
Tolov1a1on 13 11 24 e 12 20 e 12 20 
v10\mrn o.ro 
~'OPy, oociable 
Tolcv1o1on 12 12 24 fJ 25 33 14 16 30 
v1oworo n.rc 
lonoly, 
unsociable, 
_.,rouc!.ty 
TOT".L 25 23 Jl-8 16 37 53 22 2C 50 
~NY 1o t ... o nbbrov1nt1on for ~ YORKER. 
tl-*~S 19 t'lo abbrov1at1on for SUNDAY GUPPLE EUTS. 
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leisure time activittes, and, therefore, do not nncessarily 
find its time conB'lrning factor a point of antagonis'l'l. Also, 
th~ differences in family behavior habits of different class 
peoolo nrobably explain the reason for the lack of concern 
by unper class cartoon neo"">le to\·mrn television as a fa.,..ily 
disrupting factor. ~·or instance, this concern is exnresaed 
by the Sunday supplement cartoons 'lrhich show a womQ.n irate 
bccauso her husband or children watch Lelevision instead 
of eating the meal she has prepared, or instead of helning 
her with the dishes or other household tasks (r1gure 8). 
Beca',lse such activities are not as comoon in upner class 
ho~es one can oa91ly conclude why this fnctor does not 
particularly concern the unpor class cartoon neonlc . 
One of t he two social criticisms of television in 
which the intensity in t e 1056 cartoons was not equal to 
that ot' 1951, is that group which depicts t he television 
viewer as an unsociable, lonely ~erson (Fi3ure 9). In 1951 
twice as many v1owers in tho cartoons are pictured as happy 
and sociable than t hose of the opposit e characteristics . In 
1956, however, t he unsocjable viewers outnumber the happier 
ones by t hree to two. Tho nature of the television cartoon 
aud1en~e see~s to have changod so~ewhat fro~ 1951 to 1956. 
It seems that in 1956 t elevision in the cartoons haa to meet 
a greater challenge in the form of a more discrirr.inatin5, 
loss caoily nleased cartoon public. 
: 
FI'li.':IS 8 
nr-:,.. __ . ..:.. _ -"! "V, Al':~tt. 2:0, 1951 
FIOU:\!:. ·~ 
~ ~ ~~. X::i:C::1:!1E~ 29, 1!)~6 
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The other social crit~cism of television, as expressed 
by the cartoon artists, whose barometer of intensity in 1951, 
1953 and 1956 does not fluctuate t he sa'Jle tttay t at the other 
social critlclo~s do, io that c~rtoon criticism which st~tos 
that televisi on has a damagins influence on c ildren. About 
twelve per cent of all the 1951 cartoons oxJreo t is sus-
picion, and in 1953 the inte nsity of belief is not o1snifi-
cantly different . In 1~5f the intensity is only ebout half 
as great as it was in 1953, which indicates a greater faith 
in television as it influ~ncgs children in 1956 cartoons 
(Figur e 10) . In all of tne social criticism on television 
it is apparent that 1956 is a year of less severe or intense 
cartoon attac·- t han 1953. The. trend seems to be one of 
socially improved television influences , alon3 with an 
increasing acceptance of tele vision in the cartoons as a 
ruedi u.11 of va 1 ue. 
Psycholo)1cal Criticisms of Television 
Second in nuTber to t he cartoon criticisms of tole -
vision in a social context are those more syc~olo 1cally 
oriented ~attorn of crlticis~s or television. These criti -
cis~o fall into such categories as: television is too in-
fluential, vital, ~akes one too dependent on it for 
sti~ulation (Figure 11) ; televlaion ia too artifi c ial , false, 
insincere ; television presents ~isleading situations; 
television presents aituationa wbich are too i deal (unreal}; 
televisicn makes thor.e associa~ed with it too affected and 
[ ______ _ 
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P4:U.IM 1<) 
'L:. ~ :tC.<:.~. J!.CE~JJ-.l e, 1956 
7J 
~ l:JUZu ll 
fiCZC,lrjJAL P.E;r;'vl, l:lECr.'!I!R '.6, 1?51 
~rtificial:y dra~at!c; and telev oion needs censoring 
(Tables XXX through XXXIII inclusive). In most cases tbe 
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general trend is that these mora p syc 1olo~.1cally or1onted 
feelings appeared considerably more frequently in 1953 
cartoons and t~en a~ain less so in 1S5f, thou~~ they still 
rcpreacnt a oizable (rbout twenty ~er cent)~roportion of t he 
total nu~ber of cartoons in 1956. 
Of all ~heso more psycholosically oriented categories 
• 
of cartoon criticism, only two closely related ones , see~ to 
1avn increased their intensity steadily since 1951 to 1956; 
that t elevision is ~oo artificial , falae and inaincerG and 
t'la.t television needs cenoorin;. 'l'he relation bet\'feen t he 
two cateso~ies seems close because the cartoon notion that 
television needs censoring ia most frequently expruasod as a 
result of cartoon situations w'11c'1 s':1ow television aa being 
artificial, faloe or insincere . 
The cartoon ~otion that television rr.akes those 
associated with it too affected and artificially dra~at1c· 
increased in intensity, indicates the greater discrirntnation 
or the cartoon public in 1956, in being a~Jare of and demand-
ing a greater de~ree of sincerity in television than ever 
before (Figur e 12). That the public aeen!s to demand th1a 
more in the 1956 cartoons is probably not unrelated to the 
feeling that in the 1956 cartoons television is ro~ularly 
accepted as an inte ra.l part of one ' s 11-~'e, and ' · as SllC 1, 
assumes · a r?sponsib1lity of i~porto.nce unequalled by it 
TABLE XX'C 
TELEVIS I ON IN CARTOOIJS APPFA.RS TOO 
II~. ! ... UI:NTIAL , ARTI ICIAL 
YEAR 1951 1953 
SOURCE NY* SS** TOT L !'Y ss TGTAL 
'l'cleviaicn is 2 24 26 1 6 29 '6 
too influential, 
i!lakes one too 
deoendont on it 
Television is 1 4 5 8 0 8 
"'.:.oo ar•.if1~1al, 
false, 
insincere 
TOTAL 3 28 31 24 29 53 
*NY is t'le abbreviation for NE'/ YOHKER. 
1956 
NY ss 
13 18 
19 11 
32 29 
**SS is the abbreviation f or St.:NDfi.Y StPPLEl E:~TS . 
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TOTAL 
31 
30 
61 
81 
TABLE XX.XI 
l'ELEVIRICN IS TOO UNREAL IN Cli.RTCONu 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY-t: SS-Il-* TOTAL NY ....... .> ror •\I. r;y '='~ .~;, 'l'OT!\L 
Te1ev1o1on 17 3 20 23 17 40 l l~ 13 27 
rrislee.ds its 
audience, 
presents 'l~n'l'cc.l, 
rid~culouo 
aituat_ons 
Tclevis~_on 3 1 l~ 1 0 10 20 l 13 14 
prooento 
sltuations too 
idca:!.l~r 
-·--
TOrl'I\L 20 J~ 24 33 27 60 15 2i l q 
·NY is t ho abbreviation for ~ YOHK.~R . 
ili< s ) 
..... s tho abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPLF.!'ENT'J. 
TABU~ XXXII 
IN CARTOONS TELEVISIOU 1\.Alffi'> Tr!0°1E A .it')OCIATED 
YIITH 1T TOO DR.I\! A'fiC, AF'l''ECfED 
1951 1953 1956 
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YEAR 
SOURCF .. NY* Su*"~~ TOTAL NY f>S TOI'AL l~Y S<> 1l.10TAL 
Television makes 0 4 
those aeaociat. .6 
'tith it too 
<1ramatic, 
affcctod 
4 7 2 9 0 9 9 
=====·-=· --------~============~~~=============== 
~NY 1a the abbreviation for NEW YOR~. 
*~ ~s is t.he ebbrcv.!..a.tion for SUNDAY "'l.JPl'T..Ei Ei-4TS. 
TABLE XJG'"III 
IN CARTOONS TF.LEVISICN NEED3 c:....cSCRIN., 
YEAl 1951 1953 1956 
SOURGE :t-IY·:, sc3-:<i< TCTAL NY SS TOT'\L NY ..1J 1'0TAL 
Telsv1Jion needs 11 2 
censor~nr; 
13 17 3 20 9 17 26 
=-==·-----========~============;;======~====~======; 
·;NY is the abbrevi ation for NEW YORKER. 
*~SS is the abbreviation for SLhD!\.Y BUPPL'l<:LENTS. 
•• 
l't~tl-1: 12 
t! i. ~ '!'O:i~J::,;, '.:.YT~I"£1:..'\ 20, 19~·6 
before whP.n telev1o1on was in its infancy and experimental 
"novelty 11 sta~o,;e . 
Physical Cri~icio~s of Television 
A third, leas important ~roup of criticisms reflected 
by tho cartoons has to do with t e levision influences of a 
physical nature (Table XXXIV). The attitude expressed is 
that television has a bad physical influence on people; 
na~ely that it r uins one's eyes , denrives one of neces3ary 
sleep and causes one either not to eat at all or at least 
encourages poor eating habits. In t he 1951 cartoons t is 
concern is more than twice as gr eat as it is in 1C56, \vhen 
th~ concern is scarcely significant . Note, too, the complete 
lack of concern in this arf>a hy t he upper claos peonle in 
t~e ~·ew Yorker cartoons. 
Besides t he ~orP negative cartoon criticisms of tele -
vision already mentioned t here are a few others which do not 
readily fall into any of t he onto ories nreviously described . 
In order of their frequency in the 1956 cartoons in t his 
~iscellanoous 3roup, t ho criticisms expressed are: television 
is trying to be educative and enl1ghtenin~, but it is failing 
in this pur ose; tnere is nothin0 worthwnilo on television; 
television is, in general , a nuisance; and television is too 
11 sexy'', i.e. too overly concerned with sex (Table XXXIV) . 
The first of these cartoon criticisms see~s quite 
sarcastic and ne~ative in its approach, but in essence, it 
apoears to this investigator rather encouraging for television, 
TABLE XXXIV 
~ ISC~LLANEOUS NE !A'riVE VIE !3 OF TbLEVIBim~ I N 
CARTOONS 
Y£.1\R 1951 - os-:z .l; •' 1956 
SOURCE NY* 3S** TOTAL l:Y ss TOTAL NY ss 
Tolevisio"l is e. 0 7 7 0 1~ 4 0 3 
bad physical 
influence 
'l'olev1sion is ,, 12 6 ·+ J.O 2 5 
technically 
i · erfcct 
Tolevtolon tri~s 0 0 0 4 2 6 0 12 
to educat.e but 
fall 
Jloth1n3 wert 1- 0 0 0 2 2 i+ 0 'l 
\'l:l1le on 
television 
Television la 0 3 3 2 9 ll 0 0 
a nuisance 
TOTAL 8 14 22 14 21 35 2 24 
*NY is t he tl.bbrovia.tion for NErl YORKER. 
**SS is t 119 abbreviation for SUND "\.Y SUPPLD'ENT:J. 
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TOTAL 
3 
7 
12 
-+ 
0 
26 
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because it at least augsosts a noticeable increaae in the 
cartoons' reco&~it1on of the fact that television can be 
enl1ghten1np; and that it should be. It see11s val1d to assume 
that television standards cannot i~prove until the public 
expecto and de~ands that they improveo The increased cartoon 
awareness in itself is Drom1sin6• 
The cartoon artists seem to portray television as 
being ~ore t e chnically 1m erfect in 1951 than in 1956. One 
can understandably discern the reason for t~e expression of 
this idea. It is common knowledge that television has 
i mproved i mmensely its technical asoe ct in t~e past few years . 
Tho cartoon notions of television as being a nuisance 
and being ''sexy'' grew fro • or scuri ty in 1~ 51 to 1953 only to 
disapnear again in 1956. T ese latter fi3ures, along with 
the fact that the only t1me that t he cartoons' feeling of 
television as being e "flash in the pan" occurs in 1953, 
give the impression that 1c53, as we have noted before, was 
not only an actively critical year of television 1n the 
cartoons, but a year of uncertainty and doubtful faith 1n 
television in t~e cartoons (Table ~XV}. 
Favorable Views of Television 
The more favorable cartoons about television aro 
fEn·rer in nu:nber t Jan those of the unfavorable variety, but 
not by a reat majority. The most dominant, affirmative 
cartoon attitude towards television has to do with its 
entertainin~ quality. Over half of the cartoons in 1956 
TABLE XXXV 
t ISC :LLANEOU ~ AFFIRY.A'fiVE VIEWS ON TELEVIBION IN CARTOONS 
YEAR 
SOURCE 
Television is a 
fluid, changing, 
versatile modilrn 
Television is a 
"flash in the 
nan" 
Television is a 
necesoity 
relov1nion 19 an 
informative, 
timely 'llediU!ll 
TelevlGion is 
relaxing, 
entertaining 
TOTAL 
*NY is the 
**GS is t he 
1951 1953 1956 
NY* 58*~ TOTAL NY GS TOTAL NY SS rOTAL 
0 1 1 2 0 2 1 3 4 
2 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 1 5 4 9 
2 4 6 8 7 15 10 12 22 
19 34 53 21 41 62 15 33 48 
23 43 66 31 1t9 80 31 52 &3 
abbreviation for NE\v YORKER. 
abbreviation for SUNDAY SUFPLEKENTS . 
P9 
picture television in an ~ffirmativ~ sense, as a r e laxing and 
entertaining mediuT (Table XXXV). In 1953 there was an 
apparent unsur-=>e of this feeling, but by 195( its ori-;inal 
intensity in 1951 a ain assorted itself. The increasing 
growth of th~ certoon feeling of television as an informative 
mediu~, and as a necessity, from 1951 to 1956, may partially 
explain the lessening of cartoon emphasis on television as an 
entertainin3 medium from 1953 to 1956 { Fi·5ure 13). It is not 
t~at the affirmative notion of television has declined in 
1956. It just see~s that the cartoons' reasons for positively 
appraising television are ~ore diverse in 1956. Fro ~ this 
one m 1~~t assuce that television is ~uch more diverse and 
facile in 1956. ~lthough the cartoon evidence is 11rr ited, 
it is interestin6 to renort here that the notion of television 
as a fluid , changing , versatile ~ediurn quadrunled in fre -
quency from 1951 to 1956 {Table XXXV). 
Co~pare these cartoon feelings about television as an 
entertaining mediu~ with the more evaluative notions of 
t elevision concerning its acceptability as a means of enter-
tainrent (Table X~~VI). In t he 1953 cartoons, more oo than 
in those of 1951 or 1956, ~ecole not only affirmatively con-
sidered television as an entertaining oediu~, but ~ ore 
cartoon people definitely considered television ' s main 
function to be that of entertainin~. As to whether or not 
television is regarded as an accentable means of entertainin; 
co~nany in the cartoons, 1956, more than t he other two years, 
9 . 
J'I3t:RK 1' 
l11_ ~ YO . .K !t, J.O'I.l.!!f:ll::R ll, 19!¢ 
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TABLE XXXVI 
TELEVIdiON AS A ~ r!.ANS 0 •' ENTERTAIHl·1ENT IN CARTOONS 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY* SS** TOTAL NY SS TCTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Telev'oion's uce 5 27 32 4 35 39 ~~ 29 33 
is to enter-t ain 
Television is an 1 25 26 19 33 52 7 28 35 
acceptable \'lay 
of entertaining 
Television is an 1 2 3 0 9 9 0 1 1 
unacceptable ,.,ay 
of entertaining 
comnany 
TOTAL 7 54 61 23 77 100 11 58 69 
*NY i s t"1e abbreviation for tlli.!! Y C .... \ ~R • 
**S ::~ is the o.bbrevlation fer sm~ D/'.Y SUPPLF.f~NTB. 
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shows the moat positive feeling on t his point . One can fairly 
say t hat this last cartoon notion is due to t he greater 
assimilation of television into one's home and regular l ife 
in 1956 than was ~ormerly indicated in t he 1951 or 1953 
cartoons. One cannot ignore, however, t he fact t hat the 
cartoons• feelings that it is affirmatively accepted as such , 
are mainly accounted for the people appearin3 in the Sunday 
supple~ent cartoons. In fact the enthusiasm for television 
by the upper class people of the !irut Yorker cartoons, in 
almost all of the affirmative capacities already mentioned, 
is less than that shown by the lower class people of t he 
Sunday supplement cartoons. 
Another attitude expreased 1n the cartoons has both 
affirmative and negative connotations (Table XXXVII). From 
1951 to 1956 there is a steady decline in the frequency of 
the cartoon viewpoint that television is an escape mechanism. 
As an escape mechanism, television, to a certain extent, 
perto~s a service to the cartoon public, for television 
viewing certainly is socially acceptable; at least it does 
not infringe on or h~t other people. On the other hand , one 
might say that the perpetuation of such an activity as an 
escape mechanism is dangerous in itself, in that it prevents 
one from dealing with reality. It is to this last analysis 
that this investigator would give more emphasis and say t hat 
she believes that the decline in cartoon t hou;ht of t he con-
ception of television as an escape mechanism 1n t he cartoons 
1s encouraging. It is encourag1ns tor in the decline of t his 
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T!iBLE XXXVII 
TELEVI;,ION AS AN E'JCAPE EECHANim IN THE CARTOONS 
1951 1953 1956 YEAR 
SOURCE NY* SS** l'OTI\L r.,ry .35 TOTAL NY SS TOTAL 
Teloviaion is 
an escape 
mecbanis'll 
18 lf 36 13 16 29 
*NY 1s the abbreviation for NE'~ YOnKER. 
7 16 23 
~~ss is the abbreviation for SUND~Y ~uPPLE, ENTG. 
cartoon idea one can discern the recognltton of televioicn 
as an entity cf ve.lue in itself and not as a "patsy" or 
second fiddle mechanism for some other person , devica or 
emotion . 
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That television haD made changBa in our cultural 
habits is evident in appraisal of the cartoon attitude that 
talev1a1on is changing our habits of !lpealtin&; to people and 
seeing people and things in person (Table XXXVIII). In 1951 
mere cartoons see:ned t.o regard t his change as a poor one, but 
with increased conviction, the year 1956 reveals that an 
cver\thelr!ling majority of cartoon peoryle consider this change 
a good one over those who oppose the change. In t his respect 
of ccnaiderins television as a changer of habits, the cartoon 
suggestion about televioion as replacing other media enters 
the picture { Te.ble XXXIX). nee Figure 1'~. Feeling on this 
subject is quite strong in the 1956 ca:..~toons e.s it is 1.n 
those of 1951, but a look at 1953 reveals more than a fifty 
per cent. drop ~n the frequency with vrhich this idea was re-
peated . In ascertainlns whether or not this replacement is a 
good chango, one finds that l·lh1le the nE~gati ve feeling 
d1min1nhes quite considerably, its affirmative counterpart 
steadily increases its significance . The trend in tho car-
toons is in the direction of thinking increasingly of it as 
boing a good change that television is rcplucing other media, 
and changing cultural habits somewhat . 
YEAR 
TABLE JCc<VII I 
TELEVISION AS A FORCE CHAN~ING SOCIAL 
HABITS IN THE CARTOONS 
1951 1953 1956 
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SOUl=\C.t:. NY* ss-r-« TOT L NY SS TOTAL Nt s.; TOTAL 
TEl1evis1on is 0 17 17 17 16 33 10 15 25 
changing habi ta 
of sneaking and 
seeln; noop1o 
and t "'lings in 
person 
Tl:le above c"lange 8 11 19 7 15 22 0 2 2 
1n habits is a 
bad one 
TOTAL e 28 36 24 31 55 10 17 27 
*NY is tho abbreviation for NE\v YOR:::: • 
*"'SS is the abbreviation for 3UNDAY 1Ut).tlLEiliEl.TS. 
TABLE XXXIX 
TELEVISION AS A REPL£\CE F.N'r OF' CTHER ~1AGS rEDIA 
YEAR 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY~ GS~· TOTA! ~~ SS TOTAL ~~ SS TOTAL 
Tf=Jlevlsion is 26 19 45 10 10 ?0 22 23 45 
rep1acin ot!:lor 
oedio. 
I a a good chango 8 11 19 7 11 18 14 12 26 
or indifference 
Is a bad cht.:m'5c 18 7 25 9 4 13 4 7 11 
TOTAL 52 37 89 26 25 51 J~O 42 82 
NY is the abbreviation for NE I YC y-· ~ u. • 
*i1SS is the abbroviation for 3UNDA:i tJ.t'PLEMENTS. 
q I 
tr 
PHI. Ji 11. 
~. co;;o;c'C 6. l956 
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A few ot~er leas important notions concerning tele-
vision 1n the cartoons still remain to be described. One 
cannot give any great weight to their importa..~ce, due to the 
infrequency of their appearance in the cartoonn. Tho fact 
that they appear at all with any regularity 1s perhaps note~ 
worthy in itself. These miscellaneous ideas are: television 
viewers are quite money conscious; television is a supplement-
ary modi~; and tho affirmative appeal of and desire for 
color television (~able XL). 
The past evidence of a "snob" attitude by :nombers of 
the upper class people in the cartoons and not by the lower 
class people in regard to television indicates that television 
was more quickly accepted by and approved of by the lower 
class people in t he cartoons. Present study of. the cartoons 
reveals that t '11s '*snob" attitude ho.s almost disappeared with 
t he 1mpl1oat1on that t '1e upper claosos 1n 1956 cartoons seem 
affirmatively to accept television with aL~ost the same amount 
or enthusiasm and anprovo.l as tho lower class representatives 
in t he cartoons do. In fact, in tho 1956 cartoons, one f1nda 
that there is not much difference between the amount of 
favorable or unfavorable criticism in~~ Y~or.k~e-r.or in 
the Sunday supplements. The trend see~s to be towards an 
equivalent, relatively poa1t1ve evaluative view of television 
by both the upper an~ lower olaas publications in 1956 as 
revealed through tbei~ cartoons, whereas these two views were 
formerly further apart in their opinions on television. 
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TABLE XL 
ADDITIONAL COJ.fi ENTS ON TELEVISION IN CARTOONS 
YEf~R 1951 1953 1956 
SOURCE NY~ SS~h. TOTAL NY SS TOTAL NY uS TOTAL 
Television 0 1 1 1~ 3 7 4 9 13 
viO\'IOrs are 
:noncy ccnocicuo 
Television lo 0 5 5 2 2 4 0 2 2 
a aup:p1e!!'entary 
rr.e11 •rn 
Appeal of color 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 
television 
TOTAL 1 6 7 6 5 ll 5 12 17 
*NY is tho abbreviation for NEW YORKER~ 
**SS is the abbreviation for SUNDAY SUPPCEt~ENT'3 .. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
It was the hope of the author that in defining and de-
scribing the attitudes o.f the 1956 American character in 
re:ard to television, as revealed in cartoons in the Now 
Yorker and Sunday supplements, one would be able to sec more 
clearly and objectively what the A~erican publications be-
lieve the A~erican television public looks like. The 
info~ation which was learned is not conclusive, but perhaps 
in some way the ~neralizations can serve those interested in 
the medium of television, by making them more aware of the 
temperature of feeling and criticism towards television, in 
hopes that this knmdedge could be used as a sort of baois 
for determining the better usc, function and regulation of 
television. 
Fro:n this study one cannot decisively conclude tho 
nature of public oplnion of television due to the limitations 
of the study already described, but there aro several main 
themes and trends in the cartoons which seem significant and 
consintent enough for inclusion in a sum!nary statement . 
Inoreasin~ Acceptance and Use of Television ~ ~ ClnaAeo 
There appears t9 be increasingly greater acceptance 
and use of television by members of virtually every socio-
economic class (especially noticeable in the upper classes) 
in the United States in 1956 cartoons than in either 1951 or 
r 
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1953. I1oreover, the 1956 cartoons seem to perceive tele -
vision mainly as a meritorious, valuabl e medium which is not 
only (primarily ) entertaining, but ia informative and useful 
in nature, and now more easily accepted ae a regular facet 
of one 's everyday life activ1tieB. Those ideas are exem-
plified by t he ar.> arent cart oon conclusions that : 
1. In t he 1956 cartoons there apneurs e significant 
increase in tho number of timely and informative t e levision 
progra~s , and an increase in 1956 from 1951 in tho affirma-
tive attitude expressed towards those progra~o. 
2. In 1956 thoro is a relatively equal cartoon re-
pr esentation of television viewers among all class groups, 
though t he greatest roup is still that of the middle class. 
3. The cartoon audience in 1956 tends to grow more 
mature t han formerly, and consequently, more discriminate 
in its selection of and demands for television p rograms . 
4. There see~s to be more malo viewers than female 
viewers in t he 1956 cartoons, and one f inds, with increasing 
frequency fro~ 1951 to 1956 that male viewers are moro dis-
criminate, oelecti vo vim'fero t han are women, though tho 
frequency of t he stereotyped i mage of t he dull-witted "im:nan 
has decreased since 1951. 
5. There is a cartoon tendency to t hink of television 
artists, more so t han formerly, aa being a more capable, 
competent association of people o 
6. In the 1956 cartoons, t here is a great e r awareness 
by televioion artiste t\lornaolvoa of good broo.dno.atlng and 
perfo~nncc atandarda and praat1ooo . 
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1. There 1a growth in tho cartoons of 1956 or the trend 
of habitually oat.1ng, drinking, smoking and reading the 
paper \1hile viewing telev1aion , which susgestn the grca.ter 
caao and familiarity of the cartoon public with tolov1sion, 
and consequently its grea~ar acceptance and incorporation 
into copl~ • a lj.vsa. 
e. There is an increase in 1956 in tne oartcons ' 
cr1t1cimn of the lack of o1ncor1ty and tteaningful contont in 
tclev1oion, wtuch auggents telev1a1on'a greater rosponai-
bil1ty to and impeot on ita aud1onco than before this timo . 
9 . The c~rtoon notion of the facility ru1d voreatil1ty 
of television haa quedruplod in frequency from 1951 to 1956. 
10. In tho 1956 cartoons t elev1a1on 1a more affirmat1voly 
accepted as a means or onterta1n1ng one ' a guoata, thou~h tho 
"onturtc .. ining" doen not ir:roly tho 1:1oro no ·ativo evaluation or 
telev1aion aa an eac~no ~oc~an1am , for th1a latter cartoon 
op1n1on of telev1a1on has declined in 1956 from the paot. 
ll e There 1s an 1ncreas1nz tendency 1n tho cartoons to 
think affir~stlvoly of tho fnct that telov1G1on is replacing 
other media and 1u a.ltoring aomo of our aocinl habits . 
The co-I"orcialiBM of Tolovls.ion 
--- -- ----~----
In 1956 the graatoat coucorn and Cl~it.1o1o~ by tho 
cartoon public oscma to be centered on tho commerc1al aspect 
of television, though tho 1z1tena1ty of t'11s feeling has 
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diminished since 1953. Television cartoon audiences in 1956 
do not seem as concerned with program content as much ao they 
do with program sponsorship. Perhaps this is due to the fact 
that in the cartoons, pro am standards seem to have appreci-
atively improved since 1951 , and that the intensity of the 
notion that television is for kids, 11dopes '' and frustrated, 
simple people has considerably subsided in 1 5r. 
Social, Psyclolo£21~P1 and Physical Criticisms of Tclevi~'lon 
In order of tneir impor~ance , the reasons why t~levision 
was most criticized in the cartoons \"lere because of their 
social, psychological and physical ill effects . The social 
criticisms or tho cartoons were that: 
1. Television makes people unsociable. 
2. Televicion makes people thir.k of money too mucho 
3. Television gi vee peo"'le pool .. ideas, stresses r.nedio -
cri ty too much. 
4. Television is making pe ople la~J; it is too time 
consuming for it causes people to neglect other more i mportant 
things, such as t heir manners, other people, work, etc. 
5 . Television ha.s a damagin~; 1nfluonce on children. 
Alt ough every one of these criticis~s ls noticeable 
in the 1956 cartoona, one notes tlat in pr~ctically e~ery case 
the degree of 1ntenoity l-Tith \'lh loh they are held in 1956 io 
stgnifica.ntly less t han in 1953, indicating a.ga1u o. trend of 
lese aevero cartoon criticism and r~e ter ccrtocn a.ccept ru1ce 
and faith in television. 
The more psychologically oriented cartoon criticisms 
\'rere that: 
1 . Television is t oo influent~ial, vital, makcG one too 
dependt7nt on it for stimulation. 
2~ Television 1~ too artificia l, falo( , insincere~ 
3. Television presents rr-iolca.ding sit1:.a.tions ., 
4., Television presents too ideal aituations (wlre~l ). 
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5 ~ Television makes t·~ooe associated ''~1 th it t oo affected 
and artificially dramatic. 
6. Televislo~ needs censor1n~e 
l"cr most of these cartoons 1 feelings the general trend 
is tO't.'larda a le ssc::ning in intcnsi ty from 1953 to 1956, t hough 
t hese cartoon criticisms still represent a si3nificant pro-
portion of t he tota l number of cartoons i n 1956. 
The physlcal cri ticls:J of the cartoons is that tele-
vision ruins one's oyes, deprives one of necessary sleep and 
causes cn.e either not to eat at all, or at least encourages 
bad eating habitso However, t his concern is l ess than t .. alf 
as great in the 1956 cartoons as it is in t hos£· of 1951.. It 
is scarcely a sig...l'lificent criticism in 1956 .. 
As far a.s the mediur of television is concerned, the 
year 1953 represents a time of actively sever6 criticism in 
t he television cartoons, as co~parod to 1951 and 1956* as well 
as being a year of uncertai.nty and doubtful fei t h in tele-
vision. In cartoons from 1956, one finds that pe ople seem 
to be considering telav1nion with a more constructively and 
convinced critical aye than ita formor evaluations, w~ich 
appear of a more t.enta.tlvo, indeterminate origin. 
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This wri t.er ctunot emphasize enough tc the render the 
inconclusiveness of the previous statements. O~e must also 
be awo.ro that most of the !!peculations "Tere t.he "'Jeraonal 
analyccs of the author, and although they were baaed on the 
evidence au sest~d in the co.rtoona under considero.tion, the 
fact that the Pv11~nco is not dosnat1cally conclusive 
intensifies tho author's reluctance to have tho reader 
evalu~te the nrovious material without sufficiently qualifying 
it . 
Th~ statements here are not conclusive because evon 
a.s e ch cartoon "'as being analysed, the attitude that it 
reflects, more likely then not, is cho.nglng, for by their 
very nat,_U"e, attitudes are sensitive, transitory abstractions 
whi ch are be1ns continually modlfi ed and tempered by tho 
changi~g world ln which th~y exist. However, the sum~ary 
st~tements which have been made were done oo with the con-
viction that these attitude~ at l east were ousgssted by the 
ce.rt.oona, and that the trGnd of public op1nlon acoma to be 
going 1n the directions indicated. 
This paper 1a a otudy of ~ublic on1n1on about a mass 
medium as it is revealed 1n another mass med1ltm. For further 
qualificat ion of this otud.y, the author recommends nnotl"ler 
study of attitudes tO\·mrda television a.s revealed in other 
mass medi n , by personal interview, or even by qu~st1onna1re 
s t udies for ca.nparison with tl-J.1n one . I t uill also be 
interesting to nupplament this study vith another one of a 
l'\1m1lar nature in a fel-T yearo, ".·racn, it ia thin author ' s 
belief, educatlon/3.1 televioion wlll sufficiently os~.ablieh 
' · t,self in the world 0f telev s on in ao:r~e '-/ray to changEJ 
c1gniflco.ntly tho ublic ' e attitudes on tel('Y1r'oP. 
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It han beon interacting to t'1in lnvnstigator t.o note 
in thio l.ant. rca oct,. that none of the cartoons analyze<l 
conc~rncd the~sel·nes with educr-.t1onal t elcvlnion or t.ele -
courscz at all. Lilcc ouch cont roversial '"'Ubjects as rsligion, 
c om~unlam, and dcat~1, perhaps educational television is indeed 
too 11 t tle U1''lderstooa or kno".-m a. bout or perha ps , considerGd 
too serious a oubjAct to be adapted succeaafu1ly to tho medium 
of ca.r":cC"1no . 
I t \'faa not t his paper ' a to.al~ to cletorrnino whether or 
not the attit udes reflsctod in tho cartoons ._}reatly influence 
t he audience to whom they appo~\r . I ndeed , this study urta 
b.::.sed on the o.sswn-tton that the c<?.rtoon~ mainly rofleot 
public c/;.t.1tudca, but one can see that these cartoons: by 
virtue of tho frequency of their appearance in many different 
c l aae ·:;ublications, do nerye to enforce the a t t i tudes 
alr eady existing 1n tho public ' s mi nd . 
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